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You don't just watch television with Celestion Home Theatre
-you live it!
Celestion offers two Home Theatre Systems, the only systems
anywhere to offer you acomplete package of Processor and speakers.
Just connect into your existing video and/or hi-fi system to give you
true cinema- style Dolby Surround Soundu in your own living room.
Experience a totally new dimension, ducking for cover as
sound effects and music zoom from speaker to speaker, literally passing
overhead. Celestion Home Theatre decodes the different signals for
music, dialogue and sound effects and delivers them to where you'd
hear them in real life.
The result is nothing short of sensational:

in fact it does to

sound what 3-D does to pictures - it puts you right at the

kçln of

the action!
Celestion Home Theatre lets you enjoy the excitement of the
cinema without leaving home.

For more details, and your nearest

stockist, please call Celestion on 0473 723131.
•Dolby and Surround Sound arc registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation
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The world of Home Theatre in
changing fast, and things have moved
on even since the first issue, published
in December 1992!
This time, we've assembled a
package of features and tests that aim
to show just what can be done with
today's audio/visual technology. We
kick off with acloser look at what may
be the ultimate system. But that
doesn't mean you need to spend
megabucks to start enjoying the
excitement of the cinema at home.
Once you have multi-channel sound
amplification to get that earthquake
realism, you'll need asubwoofer
system as well as adequate rearchannel speakers to complete the
surround effect. We test agroup of
these on page 6.
But the starting point for Home
Theatre is the screen, so we have also
reviewed abuncb of options from
Ferguson, Grundig, Pioneer and
Sony: turn to page 30. And if you
aren't hooked already, you'll find that
home theatre is ready starting to make
sense.
Steve Harris
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IS THIS THE
ULTIMATE.
Hi-end hits the video/home

of the mono wheezes which always
made TV viewing a compromise.
But Cello's Mark Levinson thinks
theatre scene with a
big — always has, always will. He
doesn't understand the concept of
vengeance with Cello's
'limitations'. The price of the top
Cello video system is so far beyond
latest system
anything currently on offer that the
words 'leap' and 'quantum' come to
mind. Levinson is not an apologist,
by KEN KESSLER
nor should he (or any other manufacturer of luxury goods) become one.
He is the first to acknowledge that
ame apursuit or hobby. Better
still, think of your own prime
Cello products are not 'affordable' in
passion. Think of the ultimate
any conventional sense of the word.
which relates to it. In the context of
Indeed, your typical customer for the
full-blown Cello Music and Film
home theatre, a videophile's Holy
System will be a millionaire.
Grail would be to own areal cinema.
In the very latest version of the
I've just sampled the next best
thing, nearly as costly but infinitely
system the sonics are handled by the
well-known Audio Suite premore practical than a 1500-seater
needing a steady supply of 35mm
amplifier, the Audio Palette equalization system and the Performance
films, staff and aheating bill running
to five figures per annum. Think of amplifiers, driving apair of the Strad
Grand Master loudspeakers. This, of
the closest approximation of acinema
in the home and you've nailed it on
course, is dreamware, the kind of
equipment which fights for the title
the head. Think Cello and you've
of state-of-the-art alongside other
named it, too.
high-end products. But the items
Most of us with videophile tendenwhich concern us here which point to
cies make do with cost-effective addons which combine to convert our a revolution in home entertainment
'normal' hi-fi, VCR and TV monitor are all-new, leading edge and — as far
into asurround-sound set-up. We do as I can ascertain — without any
not believe for a moment that it's a serious rivals.
The link between the music and
substitute for asession at the Rialto
(even if the actual sound quality is
the film portions of the Cello system
is the DIA converter which accepts
better), but it sure beats the hell out

N

Inthe context
of home
theatre, you'd
imagine that a
videophile's
Holy Grail
would be to
own a real
cinema.
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the laser-disc player's audio output.
As with everything on the video side
of the Cello package, the DAC is the
product of acollaboration, Cello joining with Apogee Electronics Corp of
California (not the ribbon speaker
builder but aname known in professional circles for studio quality hardware). Apogee has produced special
versions of its Series 8DIA and A/D
converters for the Cello system, the
units incorporating Cello-specified
analogue circuitry, Swiss-made 3-pin
Fisher connectors and a new front
panel.
Cello already has astrong presence
in professional audio, and anumber
of the company's clients — including
Bob Ludwig and Ted Jensen — are
using Apogee's DA-100E and AD500 converters in their studios. What
sold Levinson is the new anti-jitter
circuitry based around a low- jitter
clock, with better than 30 picosecond
rejection and said to allow coaxial and
TOSlink connectors to outperform
AT&T glass connections. Additionally, Levinson thinks it's so good
that it negates the differences in
transports. (The inclusion of TOSlink was deemed crucial as the majority of today's laser-disc players feature TOS connectors for digital audio
output.) The jitter clock was
designed by Bruce Jackson, sound
manager for Bruce Springsteen
among others, and also the designer
of highly-coveted retrofit boards for
the Sony 1610. Unlike most domestic
audio DACs, the Apogee eschews
chips by offering programmable
geometry and proprietary software.
So what to use for a transport?
Especially as the Apogee is supposed
to be agreat leveller? Cello settled on
the Pioneer CLD95, which Levinson
describes as producing ' the best picture I've ever seen'. And it's likely
that there will be a Cello-badged
version, tweaked by Cello and sporting revised cosmetics. It's a handsome beast, capable of playing laser
and audio discs and selling for
around $2000 — which makes it the
least expensive part of the system.
Now we come to the most impressive unit in the system, the Cello
Video Palette. Built by Faroudja
Laboratories in California, it employs
Faroudja's advanced video technology for line doubling, scan conversion, decoding and bandwidth expansion. The Cello version is similar to
Faroudja's broadcast- standard
LD100, but made domestically
acceptable with awhisper fan and a
front panel to match other Cello
components. Inputs include Composite in (75 ohm), S-Video and RBG,
while the output is RGB to the
projector. The video decoding converts NTSC In, to RGB Out, the
Faroudja 'thinking' in RGB. Signal
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processing includes the aforementioned duties plus motion correction,
while individual front-panel controls
handle brightness, contrast, colour,
tint and detail. And demonstrating it
is far easier than impressing an audience with subtle sonic tweaking.
Without telling me which switches
he was flicking, Levinson ran
through the Palette's capabilities, the
most obvious (and necessary) being
the line doubling. Without it, the
picture on the 8x6ft screen (Cello
recommends a Stewart at around
$2000) looked just like blown-up TV:
annoying, coarse lines turning the
image into corduroy. Switch on the
doubler and it was suddenly silk,
near enough to 35nun to leave you
gasping. The controls were easy to
use; as with the Audio Palette, five
minutes' worth of hands-on experience is all you need. What it does is
improve focus and image stability,
create realistic colour, reduce smearing, provide blacker blacks, whiter
whites and reduce `burn-outs'. Most
impressive of all, the system delivers
the kind of image depth that's virtually 3D without the goggles, a
standard virtue of cinema viewing
which has eluded home theatre and
which makes the experience so much
more convincing. The effects are not
subtle at all, even to my ageing eyes.
To project this clean-up image,
Cello has collaborated with Arnpro, a
floridabased company. Cello's VRP
890M is based on Ampro's 4200
high-resolution industrial projector,
and employs 9in magnetic focus
tubes, graphics-grade high-defmition
lenses, adigital chassis and an ultraquiet fan cooling system based on
Cello designs. The projector has
enough memory to store up to 50
aspect ratios, essential now that the
software companies such as Tartan
are issuing tapes and discs using the
films' original aspect ratios, and both
hard-wired and infra-red remote control operation allow adjustment from
the viewing position.
Other facilities include vertical and
horizontal blanking (useful when you
see nticrophones hanging from ceilings in movies broadcast with the
wrong aspect ratio), compression and
expansion which allow the projector
to be used with a variety of video
sources, open architecture to accept
mods for future formats and more.
One musing involved playing computer games through the system, which
should prove interesting as the
Ampro was designed first and foremost as acomputer graphics projector. Tube life should run between
10,000-20,000 hours, which means
that — at $45,000 for the projector —
you're looking at $2-plus per hour
viewing should you trash it instead of
replacing the tubes . . .
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And just in case you have alot of
friends, the '890M can fill ascreen up
to 30ft wide.
Add the $45,000 for the projector
to $2000 for the screen, $5500 for the
DAC-plus-power supply ( and
another $4500 for A/D conversion),
$18,000 for the Video Palette and you
have around $70,000 not counting the
audio system or transport. I reckon
$200,000 all-in should cover the
works, including a bit of carpentry
and afew comfy Eames chairs plus
hassocks. Is this what it takes to
become your own J Arthur Rank?
Since most of you know me only as
an audiophile, let me set the standards which Iuse . . . cinema-wise. I
can name every main role played by
Frank Thring and know the difference between Laird Cregar and Lon
Chaney Jr. Iknow who played the
zither for The Third Man theme and
what Valentino drove. I've seen The
Producers 50 times and can tell you
what camera James Stewart used in
Rear Window.
In other words, Iluive the movies
— enough to have seen Plan 9from
Outer Space when Iwas seven — 30
years before it became hip. So, putting on my Barry Norman jumper, I
let Levinson do his stuff.
He started out so conventionally
that Iwanted to hop back on the
plane. Terminator 2 is to 1993 what
Top Gun was to 1991, demo'd to
death. But what Iwas seeing seemed
like anew film. The detail, the sound
of the crashes (the truck chase scene
— what else?) the fluidity of the
transformations, the clarity of the
explosions, the sense of speed while
racing through the LA `canals'. Iwas
hooked.
We moved onto a personal
favourite, that affectionate pulp hommage, The Rocketeer. Those flying
sequences — it reminded me of my
lone visit to atrue Cinerama theatre
as achild. Full field of vision, side to
side and top to bottom. Vivid colours. A flood of sound. Amusingly,
the Lexicon surround sound decoder
hadn't been installed by the time of
my arrival, but Inever missed the
centre or rear channels. And Ihad to
keep telling myself that Iwas in a
medium-sized listening room in a
hi-fi shop.
Onto Fried Green Tomatoes, the
kind of film which normally makes
me gag. Itold Mark what Ithought
of low-key, 'quality' movies adored
by the critics. He said, 'Just watch',
issuing the same kind of invitation
which people swear will get me 'into'
classical music if only I heard the
right stuff on the right system. Well,
it never worked for me with music,
so why should a killer film system
make me enjoy amovie on apar with
an episode from The Waltons?

Okay, so Idid laugh at the food
fight, the car park incident. And yes,
the system did increase the involvement, maybe because it's not like
watching broadcast TV, when you
can flip quickly to another channel. I
was reminded of my own lack of
immunity to this century's decimation of our attention spans. I was
aware that Ihadn't fully resisted the
mind-compression employed by
modern media. Isat there as if I'd
paid real money at the kiosk out
front. All that was missing was a
huge tub of salted and buttered, a
tube of Robs and ashoulder to put
an arm round.
Ishould tell you that Iwas sitting
in aroom empty of all but the hi-fi
equipment and acouple of directors'
chairs. Lights on, and it looked like a
chic warehouse, with nothing to suggest picture palaces, Hollywood or
making out in the balcony. Lights
off, and all that was missing was an
usher with a torch.
But let's get real. Even if you
specify lesser hi-fi equipment —
which Levinson says is stupid
because the secret to convincing
cinema is unassailable dynamic capabilities — you're talking six figures.
And although there are lessexpensive projectors and even abackprojection set in the Cello range, the
Video Palette is still aserious investment. And Ican't speak for the lesser
models. But, and Ihate to say this,
I've seen the standard by which all
domestic home theatre systems must
now be measured.
And, no, I'm no longer happy with
an eight-year-old 22-incher.

Isat there as if
I'd paid real
money at the
kiosk out front.
All that was
missing was a
huge tub of
salted and
buttered, a
tube of Robs
and ashoulder
to put an arm
round

At last, AV amplifiers
promise genuine hi-fi sound
quality, as well as more
channels! We test the

DENON AVC-3020

Denon AVC-3020, Marantz
PM 700, Pioneer VSA701S amps and the
Technics SA-GX530
receiver

POWER

PAC

Put on a
smooth, slow
CD and the
3020 responds
with rich
harmonics and
an easy going
style that lulls
you into a
feeling of well
being.

Denon AVC3020

speakers and equipment for a fully
fledged AV system, budget amplifiers and receivers have a highly
important part to play. Here, Technics addresses the difficulties of performance versus price.

all know that hi-fi amplifiers differ widely in their
W
e
levels of performance, and
that subjective appraisal of their
music-playing abilities shows up the
good from the mediocre or plainly
poor. Naturally, amplifiers for AV
use possess the same properties, but
we also have to consider their execution of Dolby surround decoding and
their fitness for movie soundtracks.
As AV amplifiers grow in popularity, their designers look for ways to
make aparticular product stand out
from the crowd. In this group
review, Denon has attempted to perk
up the Dolby surround modes with
specially commissioned circuitry,
while Marantz has concentrated on
good old sound quality. However, we
must not forget that many consumers
in this market are price sensitive.
With the need to purchase extra

One remarkable feature struck me
immediately on opening the Denon
box — at last an AV amplifier designer
has connected the multitude of
speaker outputs through sturdy 4nrun
terminals. Many amplifiers use these
for the front channels, while centre
and rear speakers have snap-in contacts which accept only thin, bare
wires, added almost as an afterthought. Denon also treats all inputs
and outputs to the benefits of gold
plating, and doesn't skimp on the
variety either. Four audio/video
inputs are arranged on the rear with
duplicates in S-video style, while
auxiliary sockets on the front cater
for acamcorder. Five further audio

inputs cope with phono, CD, tuner
and two tape machines, giving
tremendous versatility in switching
for acomplete hi-fi and AV system.
To complement this are outputs for
two VCRs and two tape recorders,
plus the obligatory monitor TV/video
output. Should you wish to add more
amplification, all pre-amp outputs
are available for front, centre and
rear channels, while ` DBS Hi-Vision'
rear' and centre audio inputs allow
external audio processing to be
accommodated in the future. Finally,
apre-amplifier mono output will feed
an active subwoofer.
Such versatility shows on the
inside in amass of circuitry stitched
together with acomplex wiring loom.
The size of the case means the pcb
layout is optimised for performance
rather than packing density. Component choice is good with the emphasis
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on quality, especially for the surround sound processing circuits.,
Denon has combined with Precision
Monolithics Inc (an American company well known for its ultra-low
distortion audio ICs) to produce an
all-analogue Dolby Pro-Logic chip
with advanced specifications for
noise, distortion and dynamic range.
This is used in combination with the
Dolby 'Time Link' one-bit digital
circuit for the rear channel delayed
output.
Denon's Dolby Pro-Logic circuit
is well specified, one with much to
commend it. A stereo image of outstanding quality is set up between the
front and centre speakers, where
these three work together in marvellous harmony to produce crisp dialogue and strong links between visual
and audible location. Off-screen
sounds are also sharply delineated, so
that details in the soundstage
enhance the video action. Indeed,
such was the wealth of detail produced by the front soundfield that we
were almost distracted from the dialogue and action while watching The
Addams Family.
Rear effects are treated in asubtle
fashion by the Denon. Logic steering
is generally very good, though turning the rear level up, as many viewers
may mistakenly want to do, shows up
some bleed from the front channels.
The Dolby chips used by Denon do
not dynamically emphasise the
effects as sometimes found in AV
amplifiers. Some listeners thought
the rear speakers were not on, but the
collapse of the ambient soundfield
when the rear channels were switched
off convinced them otherwise.
Instead, Denon has concentrated on
positioning the audience within a
total sound environment and, as you
become used to the subtlety of the
approach, the reality of a film is
tremendously enhanced. Care should
be taken with the positioning of the
rear speakers to obtain the ideal
effect from this amplifier. We found
it best to fix them to the side and
slightly to the rear of the listening
positions, and higher up than normal
to spread the sound around the room.
Once optimised, the results were
natural, and complemented perfectly
the dramatic detail produced by the
front pair of speakers.
In addition to Dolby surround, the
AVC-3020 features five surround
modes similarly, with the exception
of rear channel delay, produced by
analogue methods. Some of these
settings turned out to be genuinely
useful, and it helps that the delay
time may be varied over awide range
for most of them. Pressing the surround mode button on the remote
brings up ` Spectarea', an ambience
enhancement mode for stereo film
HI- F1 NEWS .1RECORD REVIEW: HOME THEATRE 1993
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use; ' Hall' where the size of the
acoustic setting can be altered by the
delay time; 'Simulated' for mono
sources; ' Live' to put you in the
centre of the action, and ` Synthetic',
which thankfully does not live up to
its name. This last mode does some
phase-shifting and decorrelation to
produce an expanded stereo image
with enveloping rear channel acoustic, and this was our favourite for
stereo TV. Speaker options and
levels can also be configured for each
mode, with an automatic memory to
store the preferred setting. It is thus
worth spending more than just alittle
time juggling the options to obtain
the most satisfactory effect for different signal sources.
An offshoot of the THX cinema
sound equalization method is
Denon's treble correction button,
here labelled 'Cinema'. Film sound
usually carries a heightened treble
response to produce acrisper power
bandwidth in alarge cinema auditorium. With typical small listening
room characteristics, this can produce a harsh and gritty edge to
dialogue. The Cinema function
attenuates the treble output to the
centre speaker only, and very effectively creates amore natural speech
characteristic.
Becoming more common on AV
amplifiers is a bass enhancement
facility which Denon has named
AVSE ( Audio Visual Sound
Enhancement). According to the
instruction book, activating this
mode on video software 'provides
even greater impressiveness'. This
does not do justice to what turns out
to be a carefully-tailored lower-bass
equalization, which manages the
almost impossible: making small
speakers sound larger without
unduly colouring the bass performance. You will need decent quality
speakers to start with, however, as
AVSE cannot add bass to a transducer that is physically unable to
produce it. What it does do is push
more bass power and impact into the
front speakers, thus enhancing explosive effects and adding weight and
depth to movie soundtracks. Bear in
mind, however, that this function
eats up amplifier power, so high
beads@
MA lies:
Para. inputs:
NeelWe

Arblitpits:
Video emtpets:

Smaker erNME

Dimensions (We:

Du» RIC»»
Phono (2.5 mV/47 k-ohms), Tuner,
CD, DBS, VCR1, VCR2, Tape 1, Tape
2 ( 15OrnV/30 k-ohms)
Main, Centre, Rear ( 1V/10 k-ohms)
VCR 1, VCR 2, DBS. Video Disc
Player. Aux Video separate composite video ( 1.51/75 ohms) and Svideo modes (0.2851/75 ohms)
Tape 1. Tape 2. VCR1, VCR2, Pram ront. Pre-out rear, Pre-out Centre, Pre-out Mono
VCR 1, VCR 2. Monitor. separate
corrposite video 0..0v/75 ohms)
and S-Video modes (0.286V/75
ohms).
Txvc pairs front (80W de ohms),
one pair rear (35W ch/8 ohms),
single or pair centre (35 watts per
ch43 ohms)
435x 160 x427 mm
£699.99
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listening levels in larger rooms
should be avoided.
Another nicety of modern
amplifier design is the `CD Direct'
function. The idea here is that a
cleaner sound is obtained by routing
the signal directly from input to
power amplifier stages, bypassing
everything but the volume control.
In the 3020, CD has not been so
blessed; instead, the VDP inputs are
treated to both video and audio direct
signal paths. Not only is the audio
signal wrapped up and passed
through unsullied by tone or surround sound circuit characteristics,
but the video- signal is spared added
noise or distortion from the on-screen
graphics injection. This is atwo-stage
function: first press of the button
produces aclean video path while a
second press reroutes the audio side.
Thus you can have visual clarity
while using the Dolby Pro-Logic
facilities. Alternatively, slot a CD
into your LaserDisc player and enjoy
cleaner sound with audio direct.
Finesse and equal temperament
characterise the audio output of the
Denon, with the line inputs giving a
neutral and impartial view of the
input music signal. Switch to VDP
Direct and a marvellous acoustic
opens up with all sorts of atmospheric detail appearing out of an inky
black background. Put on asmooth,
slow CD and the 3020 responds with
rich harmonics and an easy going
style that lulls you into a feeling of
well-being. At all times one's concentration is kept alive by careful exposure to every nuance cif the performance, all without exaggeration or false
emphasis. This is a classy accomplishment for a piece of AV equipment, and we strongly suggest that
the VDP input be used for CD as
much as LaserDisc. Connecting our
reference Philips LDP600 via an
Arcam Black Box 5 digital- toanalogue converter gave outstanding
results and means the CD input can

be left out of the equation.
Denon should think seriously
about making the VDP Direct selection alittle easier than it is. Pressing
the button on the front panel or
remote just delivers a `VDP Direct?'
message on the front display. The
button needs to be held down for five
seconds before actuating the video
mode, and then should be followed
by a further press for audio direct
switching. As accidental keying is
unlikely, the manufacturer would
please us all by making the selection
instantaneous. The nice aspect of the
operation is that whichever input and
surround mode you were in before
activating VDP Direct is left intact
when you eventually return to it.
Play a VCR input with Dolby ProLogic processing and then hit the
VDP Direct button twice to change
to LD/CD with tone and surround
circuitry bypassed.
VDP Direct is outlined in orange
on the colour-keyed remote handset
which, despite fairly complex labelling, is fairly straightforward to use
once acclimatised. There is a learn
function to accommodate all your
other remotes, with aslide switch at
the top to set the commands to audio
or video as you will. Each section can
learn 54 commands, making atotal of
108 key settings, though this may be
reduced by lengthy remote signals
used by some manufacturers. There
is no numeric key-pad printed on the
handset, and many of the keys are
overprinted on their surface by VCR
and CD-type icons. An overlay card
is provided on which you can write
your own legends, but this is largely
rendered redundant by the key top
printing. All the normal amplifier
functions can be recalled by setting
the selector switch back to `Amp'.
Macro command sets are extensively covered by a series of five
'System Call' buttons at the base of
the handset. Each of these can
remember a serles of up to 15 key

Mara= PM 700
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The Marantz
circuits aim for
asphere of
sound
enveloping the
listener,
considerably
enhancing the
atmosphere of
afilm
soundtrack
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easily exceeds the performance of
most budget and mid- price
amplifiers; a remarkable testimony
for an AV design. Notable is asilky
smooth treble response which reveals
every stroke of brushed cymbals, a
bitingly clear midrange exposing
female vocals at their best, and a
warm and fruity bass which nonetheless delineates each note with care. In
addition, the rhythmic propensity for
all styles of music brings an emotional uplift at all listening levels,
which makes this amplifier hard to
switch off.
Do not touch the tone controls,
though, or the magic starts to evaporate. As with most amplifiers it is best
to find agood match of accompanying components, so that a natural
tonal balance is achieved without
MARANTZ PM700
resort to tone adjustment. The
Hailed as the answer to an
relatively neutral performance of the
audiophile's quest for an AV
Marantz makes this fairly easy to
amplifier, the PM700 has the usual
accomplish, though in strict hi-fi
Marantz quality standards to live up
terms the sonic display is not without
to. Power output is well balanced for
colorations. These manifest theman AV system with 70W/ch available
selves as a bloom in the bass and
for the front speakers, and 50W each
some forwardness and sharpness in
for rear and centre channels. Audio
the upper midband, but these are
and video ancillaries can be conmild artefacts which balance each
nected to a variety of inputs and
other out and never cause distress to
outputs, with two VCRs or tape
the ears. As acompromise for general
decks, VDP and tuner supplying AV
hi-fi and AV, use the PM700 has it
signals, while separate audio inputs
just about right.
are provided for CD and phono.
Notable by its absence is any front
Strangely only VCR1 and VDP are
panel display other than little red
duplicated on the S-Video circuitry,
and there is no designated input for a LEDs indicating input and Dolby
modes. The advantages of this are
satellite tuner. Inputs are switched
that display circuitry doesn't feed
on two vertically standing internal
back interference into the audio
pcbs, with the motherboard housing
stages, and the power supply is kept
the power output and power supply
cleati. The disadvantage is that you
circuits as well as routing the audio
can only judge by ear which surround
signals. Internal wiring is thus kept
mode and input selection you have
to a minimum, and the spacious
made; which is pretty straightforlayout is such that signal paths follow
ward really, especially if you confirm
fairly logical routes.
what you want by pressing the
A further plug-in board handles
required button on the remote handthe surround sound processing with
set just to make sure.
Dolby Pro-Logic and digital delay.
Marantz's Dolby Pro-Logic circuit
Surround modes other than Dolby
has been well integrated into the
are kept simple; this is not an
amplifier whose prowess includes a amplifier. We say this because the
usual epithets regarding surround
multitude of DSP functions. Instead
separation and logic steering are not
the designers have apparently concentrated on keeping the layout of the obvious 'effects' and front stereo
modes that we are used to. Instead,
the Dolby circuit board 'clean', and
the Marantz circuits aim for asphere
this pays dividends when decoding
of sound enveloping the listener,
film soundtracks. Input balance and
considerably enhancing the atmoslevel should be manually adjusted on
phere of afilm soundtrack. Although
this amplifier, as there is no auto
balance function as found on the
limb NINO
beelicalion
latest AV Dolby circuits, not that this
knee Inputs.
Phono (2.5mV/47 k-ohms). Tuner,
CD. VCR1, VCR2, VDP 1150mV/25
is exactly a hardship.
k
ohms)
Video Inputs:
VCR 1. VCR 2. Video Disc Player, AV
As the heart of ahi-fi system the
Tuner - composite video (
139175
PM700 shows off its finest attribute
ohms). S-Video modes (0.286V/75
Ohms) for VCR1 and VDP only
in an immediately attractive, and
Apdio Outputs:
VCR 1, VCR2 Video outputs: VCR 1.
VCR 2. Monitor. - composite video
musically rewarding, sonic tapestry.
(1.0V/75 ohms). S-Video modes
Biwired with Audioquest cable into
(0.286V/75 ohms) for VCR1 and
Monitor
Heybrook 0.5 S2 speakers, this
Speaker outputs:
One pair front (70W/ch/6 ohms),
one
pair
rear
(50W/6
ohms), single
amplifier was judged one of the best
centre (50W/6 ohms).
Dionenuons
units to come from the Marantz
455x 152 >i
340 mm
£399.99
Pnee,
stable in years. More than that, it

presses, so that you can set each
system call button to power up and
select ancillary equipment together
with appropriate surround mode.
Furthermore, the front panel array
can be programmed to indicate the
name of each piece of equipment as it
is selected, with up to eight alphanumeric characters available for the
display.
We were left with a very positive
impression of the Denon, both
for its supreme flexibility and its
sound quality. The AVC-3020 needs
care and attention whilst setting up
all the options but, once done, it
rewards with a dramatic and highly
realistic soundfield that suits both
hi-fi and AV use admirably.

this might seem too subtle an
approach for the viewer who wants
his effects to be firmly located in the
rear speakers; frankly we preferred
the sense of drama and feeling of
'being there' that the PM-700 was
able to convey. This is one of the few
amplifiers we have surveyed which
comes close to the THX ideal of
making the speakers disappear, without losing the localisation of sound
and image on the screen.
Other surround modes for nonDolby material are Hall and Matrix.
Of these, Matrix is asimple extraction, and all the better for it, of the
stereo difference ( L-R) signal delayed
by 20mS and put through the rear
speakers. This is the original Hafler
matrix and can work well with
recordings made using simple microphone techniques, extracting ambience in .quite anatural manner. For
normal stereo TV use, however, we
found it best to stick with Dolby
Surround as usual.
An unusual feature in an amplifier
which is earmarked for audiophile
attention is the 'Super Bass' switch
on the front panel. This adds alumpy
boost to the bass output, presumably
to compensate for smaller speakers
not being used with a subwoofer.
Accordingly, we disconnected the
subwoofer on the Infinity Infinitesimal comblitation [
Home Theatre,
December '92, p.31] and expectantly
switched in Super Bass. It didn't
immediately put back the bass extension and power that the subwoofer
HI - fINEWS & RECORD REVIEW .HOME THEATRE 1993
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delivers, of course, but it did produce
some extra weight to the sound that
helps film soundtracks. What you
must watch with this type of
equalization (and a similar effect
should be noted when adjusting tone
controls on any amplifier), is that
most of the amplifier power output is
used to supply the extra bass level.
Thus, for agiven listening level, the
amplifier is more likely to run into
distortion than with tone controls or
equalization `flat'. Presumably we
could draw the conclusion that small
speakers are usually found in small
rooms, in which case, high listening
levels could be achieved without
stressing the amplifier too much,
even with Super Bass active.
Marantz's remote is poorly laid out
for AV use, with a multitude of
buttons, all of which look alike
except for the minuscule notation
above each one, spread in serried
ranks over the face of the unit. In
dim lighting it is impossible to see
which button to press, with the only
saving grace being that the main
volume' and mute buttons (the ones
most likely to be used) are arranged
in the bottom right hand corner
where they are easily accessible for
the right-handed user. Above these
are the input selections, and then
further buttons which can be used for
your VCR or TV. LaserDisc, CD
and Tape designations work only
with Marantz/Philips units. This is
an 'intelligent' remote, rather than a
learning one: she commands are
HI-FI NEWS 8. RSCORD RE% IEW .HOME 111111113 1993

already pre-set in the remote's memory and the correct command set for
your machine has only to be selected.
This is accomplished easily by holding down the 'preset' key, then repeatedly pressing the requisite power
button on the remote for the tv or
VCR you wish to operate until it
switches itself on. The handset is
pre-programmed tor all the major
Japanese manufacturers as well as,
naturally, Philips/Marantz, and this
will also cover many other brands
which source parts from the Far
East. Thus we found acommand set
to operate aFerguson VCR, but note
that you will still have to revert to the
dedicated machine's remote to set up
recordings, whether real time or
programmed. Marantz also offers, as
an optional extra, alearning remote
for the owner with more diverse
equipment.
For those who want the best of
both worlds in a really good hi-fi
amplifier that takes its place comfortably in an AV system, the Maranta
will fulfil the expectations of most
enthusiasts. With its blend of smooth
and yet exciting audio output and
simple, yet realistic, surround sound
modes, the PM700 is both sonically
and musically rewarding.

PIONEER VSA-101S
Pioneer offers good flexibility and
performance in the VSA-701S, and
yet has kept the price at an attractive
level for afully fledged AV amplifier.
Unusually, the list of inputs sports a

TV nomenclature on audio and video
sockets, something that is sadly missing from many amplifiers. How do
you explain to the rest of your family
that `13BS' is the input you have set
up for your TV sound, when they are
frantically searching for the sound to
Home and Away?
Hi-fi equipment has not been forgotten either, with inputs for phono,
CD, tuner and two tape decks on top
of the AV socketry comprising TV,
LaserDisc and two VCRs, with video
front panel camcorder connections
too. Pre-amp outputs are provided
for front, centre and rear channels,
with a mono output for driving an
active sub-woofer.
Inside, the circuitry is dominated
by the power output stage. Built of
discrete output drive and power transistors, the large heatsink gives an
indication as to the capabilities of the
amplifier. Power output doubles into
a4-ohm load, which augurs well for
driving difficult loudspeakers, but
only for afront stereo pair. Switch to
one of the surround modes and the
power supply cannot quite keep up
with the continuous demand from all
the channels, though this is not as
limiting as it first appears. Dynamically, the amplifier still maintains
good reserves of power, and we were
able to achieve high listening levels
with speakers of greater than 88dBW
efficiency.
Other circuit boards are scattered
around the interior with abandon,
and large amounts of ribbon cable act
as umbilicals between them. Perhaps
a tidier layout could achieve better
sound quality through more straightforward signal paths, as well as saving money in wiring and labour costs.
This unit's Dolby Surround performance reminded us of the Sansui
AV7000, which is no bad thing at this
price level. Typically the Pioneer
gives afull-blooded, warm bass output, and features excellent separation
between channels with good logic
steering. Rear output is not as welldefined as with the best Dolby circuits, but is quite capable of revealing ambient information in anatural
manner. The strength of the VSA701S is the clarity of the dialogue
output; we picked up good vocal
inflection and crisp diction in all the
Specific:atom
Audio Inputs:

Video Inputs:

Addeo Outputs:

Video outputs:

Speaker outputs:

Dirriensions ( efidl:
Pnce:

If you think you
are going to
fall asleep in
front of the TV
there's aSleep
Timer key on
the [ Pioneer's]
remote
handset which
will turn the
amp off after
your choice of
30,60 or 90
minutes.

Mum 13141113
Phono ( 2.5mV/47 k-ohms). Tuner.
LO. CD, 1V. Video, Tape 1. Tape 2.
VCR1. VCR2 ( 1500847 k
ohms)
VCR 1, LD, Video - separate composite video ( 1.01/175 ohms) and SVideo modes 10.286V/75 ohms). 1V
and VCR 2composite video only
Tape 1. Tape 2. VCR1, VCR2. Pre Out front. Pre-out rear. Preout Cenhe, Subwoofef
VCR 1, Monitor - separate composite video ( 1.0V/75 ohms) and SVideo modes (0.286V/75 ohms).
VCR 2 composite video only
Two pairs front 165W/c11/8 ohms),
one pair rear ( 2t714/ch8 ohms),
single or pair centre (65W/8 ohms).
420)(165v 420mm
£44995
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SIIRROIIND SOISD STuDIO OPfe

352-354 Lower Addiscombe Road
Croydon, Surrey CRO 7AF
Telephone: 081 654 1231/2040
Fax: 081 655 3922
High Fidelity/Loudspeaker
and Video Specialists

PEALE. • SSOCIAT

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

SPALDINGS HI-FI
Visit our newly
completed
showroom and
demonstration
rooms incorporating

K.J. West One are pleased to announce the opening of their
studio refitted solely for the demonstration of Dolby
Surround Pro Logic Home Cinema including the THX
certified Dolby Surround Pro Logic Decoders.
Using the new 50" Pioneer back projection TV, we will
demonstrate recent film releases on both video and laserdisc
formats; the Dolby sound-tracks decoded, amplified and
conveyed by the latest specification processors, amplifiers and
speakers.
We have awide selection of the best audio visual components
currently available.
Our expertise in this fast expanding form of home
entertainment is second to none and our knowledgeable advice
will enable customers to maximise the potential from their
Home Cinema System.
Some of the brands and models we stock are listed below.
TELEVSION MONITORS

LASERDISC PLAYERS

PIONEER SD-T5000 ( Bank Projection)

PIONEER CLD 2700

PIONEER SD-T4000 40" ( Back Projection)

PIONEER CID 1750

adedicated Audio
Visual room
featuring the latest
products from
Yamaha, Denon,
Panasonic, Lexicon
& Celestion.

PIONEER CLD 700
DOI.BY PRO LOGIC DECODERS & AV AMPS
LEXICON CP-1 Duey Pro Logic Decoder + DSP

THX CERTIFIED COMPONENTS

LEXICON OR- 2Dolby Pro Logic Decoder

LEXICON CF- 3THX Dolby Decoder

YAMAHA DSP A1000(7 Channel Amp)
YAMAHA DSP A500 ( 5Channel Amp)

HOME CINEMA SPEAKERS

YAMAHA DSP E1000 ( 5Channel Effects Amp)

INFINITY INFINTESIMAL 4Satellite.,

YAMAHA DSP E200 ( 3Channel Effects Amp)

INFINITY INFINTESIMAL 4Subwoofer

DENON AVC 3020 ( 5Channel Amp)

PIONEER S- P70 Rear/Front Effects
YAMAHA NS- C90 Centre

HOME CINEMA PACKAGES

YAMAHA NS- E100 Rear/Front Effects

CF.LESTION HT ONE (Decoder + Rear)

YAMAHA SW50 Subwoofer

CELESTION HT THREE (Decoder, Centre it Rear)

YAMAHA SWI00 Subwoofer

Prices are currently in a state offlux due to the drop in value
of the pound. We bought heavily to enable us to offer very
competitive prices - check elsewhere first, then ring us for a
price - we try always to 'meet or beat' competitors prices.
s

k

ii. KJ WEST ONE
j

26 New Cavendish Street, London W1M 7LH
(Close to Aferytabone High Street)
TN: 071 486 8262/8263 • Fax: 071 487 3452
Open: Mon- Sat 10.00 a.m - 6.00 p.m
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Thurs until 700 p m

1.g!I
VF1.4

OM
Please phone to
arrange an
appointment or call
in & experience the
home theatre
entertainment.
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TeclusiesSA-GX530

filins we tried, and this is of great
benefit when viewing films where
strong regional dialect is used.
Incidentally, two centre speakers can
be used if you wish to make use of
this magnificent centre channel output, with the same 65W available to
match the front left and right outputs. With good quality speakers
there is no need for tone controls to
be used at all (note that one of the
acoustic memory settings is 'Flat' and
we suggest you leave it like that).
Other surround effects offered are
'Simulated' and 'Studio'. The first
produces a reverberant soundfield
from mono sources which is rather
artificial in nature, whilst the latter
uses aHafkr type matrix separation
of ambient information given added
delay and output through the rear
speakers. As often happens with
stereo TV sources, we preferred the
more realistic results available from
Dolby Pm-Logic. If you think you
are going to fall asleep in front of the
TV there's asleep timer key on the
Pioneer's remote handset which will
turn the amp off after your choice of
30, 60 or 90 minutes.
Pioneer's learning remote is almost
amodel of how such ahandset should
be laid out. Down the left-hand side
are white keys which set the top
range of buttons into the programmed command set for up to nine
pieces of AV and audio equipment.
These keys are labelled conventionally for everything from VCR I
and 2through to DAT. In VCR and
TV modes there are preset command
sets for a range of 12 different
Japanese and American manufacturers plus the usual Philips set. Otherwise, any button can learn from any
of the remote controls in your collection; the total memory is limited to
between 50 and 261 commands,
depending on the complexity of the
signal to be stored.
After learning the signals from all
your other remotes, apress of one of
the white keys causes it to light up
and set the buttons in the top half of
the handset to command the requisite
piece of equipment. A few seconds
lai er the light goes out, but should
you wonder what you have selected, a
press of the large switch on the side
of the handset flashes the white key
again. In addition, there is a single
multi- command button which
HI-FT NEWS rir RECORD REVIEW: HOME THEATRE 1993

accepts aseries of up to seven signals.
This can thus be progranuned to
switch all the equipment on and
select a TV channel, for example,
just by the press of a single key.
For straight stereo hi-fi use, the
Pioneer offers a mixed bag of sonic
characteristics. The crisp dialogue
found in the Dolby Pro-Logic mode
is still prevalent on music vocal lines.
This is achieved by a forward and
bright sound which, if left on its
own, could sound rather hard and
extreme. Here, however, it is
matched and balanced by the weighty
and firm bass response. Such was the
extent of this that we had to keep
checking that the 'loudness acoustic'
had not been accidentally activated.
Treble output, too, is on the strong
side, and thus you may be forgiven
for thinking that the amplifier has
only strengths and no weaknesses.
By forcing the three areas of the
sound spectrum in this way,
however, total coherence over the
whole aural image is lost and the
believability of the musical performance is diluted. Dynamic shading is
subdued by the continuous forte
added by the amplification circuits.
Thus, upbeat numbers or those with
well-defined rhythms fare best on
their passage through the amplifier.
At all times it feels as though the
design has been pushed to give an
impressive result, and this may
indeed be a better compromise for
AV use than a sulxle, laid back
approach. Even so, considerable care
should be taken with matching ancillaries; avoid over bright or boomy
speakers like the plague.
At the price, the excellent flexibility of inputs and outputs is to be
commended, whilst the easy to use
learning remote is agreat bonus. For
filin soundtracks the audio capabilities of the VSA-701S show themselves in agood light. As a straight
hi-fi amplifier the performance is not
so strong, so do evaluate your
requirements carefully.

TECHNICS SA-GX530
For the entry-level AV buyer, the
Technics SA-GX530 appears to have
everything: a 30 pre-set FM/AM
tuner, video switching, Dolby ProLogic and DSP plus a fancy 'spectrum analyser graphic'. With 65W/
channel output, how can they man-

age to fit it all in for £349.95?
Tuner operation is very ergonomic, with station search and preset
memory allocation being well sorted.
Even the tuning knob can be set to
manual tune or automatic search, so
that aturn in either direction will set
the unit to hunt for the next broadcast either up or down the frequency
range. FM sensitivity and sound
quality is fine with low noise and
good clarity, though tonal balance is
somewhat thin. MW here is broadly a
waste of space as the quality is
practically unlistenable, and poor in
discrimination after dark. LW recovers the usability of the AM section
and picks up distant stations well. All
the options are displayed on afluorescent panel on the fascia of the
receiver, along with all the other
possible modes for amplification.
This makes the display rather cluttered, and you need to peer at it
closely to see the result of your
selections.
Listen alittle more closely and you
start to hear the compromises made
at this price level. Despite the strong
front left and right channel output,
centre and rear channels are given
short shrift with 15W and 10W
allocated respectively. You can get
away with this if you choose rear and
centre speakers which are efficient
(aim for better than 88dB for 1W),
but the centre channel is still likely to
run out of steam if you have alargish
room. If you like your audio film
action really loud, then it may be
better to keep to the 'phantom' setting on Dolby Surround and not
bother with a centre speaker.
We are always astonished to find
graphic equalizers still appearing on
hi-fi equipment, considering the
noise and distortion that the majority
of tone control circuits add to the
music signal. As sound processing
moves further into the digital
domain, however, we should perhaps
no longer live in fear of such circuitry. Technics offers both conventional tone controls and aparametric
graphic equalizer, parametric
because the four centre frequencies
over which the equalizer operates can
be user-selected. Further flexibility is
given by the choice of wide or narrow
slope to the eq curve, je, boosting a
wide or narrow range of frequencies
around the centre frequency.
Four movable centre frequencies
Ai * lc
Yolks Welt
Ter sub«

Aide Moe
Noe sefirets:
Weaker (
Woe:
Dmresioes

If you like your
audio film
action loud,
then it may be
better to keep
to the
'phantom'
setting on
Dolby
Surround and
not bother with
acentre
speaker

TeelooktsSelEC530
Phono (3mV/47 k-ohms), CO, Tape,
VCR1, VCR2 (200m)//22 k-ohms)
VCR 1, vca 2 (1.1)//75 ohms)
FM 87.5MHz - 108MHz 75 ohm
aerial input AM 530kHz - 1620 kHz
Medium Wave, LW 144-288 kHz
Long Wave, loop aerial supplied
Tape, VCR1, Centre channel output
VCR 1, Monitor, ( 1.0v/75 ohms)
One pair front (65W/ch/8 ohms),
one pair rear ( 10,9/8 ohms), single
centre ( 15W/8 ohms)
430 x135v 305mm
f..349.95
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ought to allow considerable tailoring
of the sound spectrum if desired, but
in practice the choice for each frequency is limited over a restricted
bandwidth, the boundaries of which
can overlap at the low frequency end
but not at high frequencies. To a
certain extent this is desirable, as
many small speakers used with this
receiver may require complex
equalization in order to give asemblance of realistic bass. Three factory
pre-set curves offer an eq to suit
heavy rock, vocals or easy listening,
though why one would wish to add
further eq to music that is already
heavily equalized is not clear. We did
think we could set up acurve to suit
film soundtracks, with a touch of
bass boost at 40Hz to add impact,
and attenuation around 12kHz to
smooth vocal harshness, and this did
indeed prove practicable. The centre
channel is unaffected by the equalizer
settings, however, so once again the
`phantom' mode is more useful.
Unfortunately, the broad bands set at
high frequencies meant that we could
not achieve a smooth roll-off from
6kHz, coupled with the exact HF
tailoring required in order not to lose
sparkle. The resolution of the system
is not quite good enough to allow fine
adjustment to taste.

Three memory pre-sets are offered
in which to store useful curves, so
these could be set up to suit film, TV
and music use. To a certain extent
the equalizer does enable an injection
of life and drama into what is otherwise avery deadpan sound. Playing
music with the eq flat is an uninspiring experience whatever the speakers
used and, as this applies to all inputs
with or without eq and Dolby circuits
activated, one is tempted to point the
finger of suspicion at the power
amplifier circuitry.
For general hi-fi use, this sterility
of musical performance is disappointing and stems mainly from asynthetic characteristic to the amplifier output. Extreme treble is given atinselly
sharpness which makes one reach for
the equalizer buttons to tame the HF
output. Similarly, bass is lean and
understated, and it is interesting that
the Technics engineers have preprogrammed the `heavy' eq setting to
help overcome both these problems.
Dynamically, however, even in this
mode the amplifier still fails to excite,
which is amark of the compromises
that have to be made when building
such a highly specified unit at this
price level.
Remote control function is limited
to front and rear volume, muting,

DOUG BRADY HI-FI

The SME Model 30 set new
standards in turntable sound and
build quality. The installation of new
machine tools
and a slightly revised design has enabled SME to introduce
the Model 20 — offering stunning sound and build quality at
only 2500 — or 3500 including a special "Gold" SME Model V
arm. We are proud to demonstrate this analogue statement.
OTHER NEW PRODUCTS:—
NAIM 82 PRE AMP.
WONDERFUL RANGE OF LYRA CARTRIDGES
PRO-AC RESPONSE 3SPEAKERS
PINK TRIANGLE DACAPO DAC AND OTHERS
We have one of the most comprehensive yet
careful selections ofequipment
MAKE FRIENDS AT DOUG BRADY HI FI
14(18 Monmouth Street,

Kingsway Studios.

401 Smithdown Road,

Covent Garden,

Kingsway North.

Liverpool L15 3JJ.

Crossgate.

London WC2H 9HB

Warrington,

Merseyside.

011ey.

(071)379 4010

Cheshire.

(051( 733 6859

Fax( ( 071)497 9205
Open aeven days

( 0925) 828009
Fax :109251825773
Open six days
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Closed on Wedneaday.

The Forge Cow

Leeds.
LS21 IAA
0943 467689

surround mode and operation of
selected Technics cassette decks and
CD players. Required button presses
are rather idiosyncratic; pressing
'CD' apparently does nothing, only
when you follow it by atrack number
does the receiver switch its input.
The numeric key-pad is shared
between the tuner and CD player,
which is fair enough, but you have to
remember to select tuner before the
remote's on/off switch will operate.
Layout is excellent, with two large
volume keys near the bottom and the
rest sensibly spaced and grouped.
Input selection is limited if you
have pretensions to a multicomponent AV system, but good
enough for abasic collection. Video
switching is restricted to two inputs,
labelled VCR1 and VCR2, and two
outputs for VCR1 and TV monitor.
Obviously, VCR2 can be used for a
LaserDisc player, but then there is
nowhere to put the output of your
TV unless you use one of the two
line-level audio inputs, (CD and
Tape). If you have only amono TV
and use a VCR for its NICAM
decoding, then this will not bother
you, but bear in mind the restrictions
for the future.
Two pairs of front channel speakers can be connected, and selected
independently, while the rear panel
connections accept thin bare wires
only, so not even QED 79 strand can
be accommodated. Above these is a
vent for the internal cooling fan. This
is switched on at high temperatures,
and probably will operate only at
parties, as we were never able to
provoke it into operation during our
tests. Internal build quality is high,
with serried ranks of plug-in circuit
boards minimising wiring, but resulting in rather convoluted signal paths.
Once again the quantity and quality
of circuitry amazes one for the price.
There is no doubt that this unit
offers exceptional value for money
and, even taking into account the
input, output and sound quality
limitations, must be in contention
with the Kenwood KR-V7040 as the
most desirable entry level AV
receiver.
Suppliers
Denon: Hayden
Laboratories,
Hayden House,
Chiltern Hill,
Chalfont St Peter,
Bucks. Tel: (0753)
888447
Marantz: HiFi
(UK) Ltd.
Kingsbridge House,
575-583
Bath Road,
Longford,
Middlesex UB7
OEH. Tel: (0753)
680868

Internal build
quality is high,
with serried
ranks of plugin circuit
boards
minimising
wiring, but
resulting in
rather
convoluted
signal paths.
Once again the
quantity and
quality of
circuitry
amazes one for
the price

Pioneer: High
Fidelity (GB) Ltd,
1-4 Field Way,
Greenford,
Middlesex UB6
8UZ. Tel: 081575 5757
Technics:
Panasonic
Consumer
Electronics,
Willoughby Road,
Bracknell, Berks
RG12 4PF. Tel:
(0344)853961
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VIDEO

RECORDERS

Avid programmers can take
their pick from three
advanced VCRs tested
here: the Grundig GV250
Archiv, Hitachi VT-F860 ,
JVC HR-D880

VHS
WINNERS
F

or many years, frustrated VCR
users have struggled over terse
instruction books purporting to
give the secret of how to programme
atimer recording. Technical writers
have laboured long and hard to put
the simplest and most succinct sentences together describing this everyday function. Despite this, users
consistently failed to master the feat,
until machine designers started making the process as automatic or as
helpful as they could.
Modern VCRs should hold no
terrors for the least technically
minded consumer. Features such as
Startext and VIDEOPlus coding
have simplified timer recording to
the point where you could just as
easily make amistake as dial awrong
phone number. Meanwhile, even
basic recorders contain a microprocessor which flashes help messages
at you until you get it right. We have
gatherered representatives of these
three types, one of which holds a
surprise extra set of functions.
CRUNDIG GV250 ARCM
There is a certain European cachet
about products that do not originate
in the Far East, and away of going
about things which is a little different. Grundig's Archiv system takes
care of labelling tape contents. Add
to this Startext utilities and you have
a machine which is distinctive.
Grundig introduced Archiv on its
top VCR in 1992, and has now been
able to incorporate the tape memory
system on this less costly (£550) but
no less prestigious, model. As standard up to 700 titles can be stored,
though if you have a particularly
extensive collection of tapes more
RAM (random access memory) can
be added to double the capacity.
Push in a new cassette and the
HI.FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW, HOME THEATRE 1993

recorder asks for a three-digit number to identify the tape. Select the
channel you wish to record from and
press the VPT button which brings
up the Teletext programme guide for
the day. Position the on-screen cursor next to the broadcast you wish to
record, then press 'OK' followed by
the blue Fastext button to store the
tide in the Archiv memory,, then
confirm the record start and finish
times.
For those who normally refer to
Teletext when setting up arecording,
this Startext method of programming
seems anatural way of doing things,
and certainly takes the pain out of
entering all the dates and times
manually. As Teletext transmits
programme information for only the
current and following day, however,
you will have to resort to key-pad
entry on the remote handset for
anything further ahead.
Searching for arecording becomes
simplicity itself with all the attractions of computerised text management. The Archiv menu has several
options from displays of the contents
of each tape to searching for aspecific
title or even asingle word. Thus if all
you can remember of the film title is
'Star thingy' then entering ' Star' as
the search text will bring up all
occurrences of this word and the
number of the cassette the film can be
found on. Insert the required numbered tape into the machine and it
will then wind on to the start of the
film and playback automatically.
Grundig's on-screen display gives
you an automatic table of contents as
soon as you load atape, and shows a
bar graph display of the amount of
nape each programme takes up, as

well as a readout of the remaining
time available. You can also ask it to
find ablank piece of tape if you wish
to make a recording. Much of this
information processing involves afair
amount of button pushing on the
remote, but this becomes plain sailing once you have become accustomed to the format. This is not a
system for the novice VCR user,
however, and everyone who wants to
make the most of the Archiv process
will have to go through a period of
learning the necessary key sequences.
Both on-screen help and display
prompts are given so mistakes are
infrequent. The most annoying
aspect is the time the VCR takes to
action a command. A few seconds
here and there may not seem much,
but this adds up and becomes
obstructive when you are trying to
programme a recording in a hurry.
To be fair this is as much the fault of
the tardy Teletext system as the
complex instruction set of the microprocessor, though Grundig could
look at quick paths to some of the
functions rather than the menu system currently incorporated.
A high quality tuner section and a
fine resolution tape system give pictures of high clarity and distinction.
Nor is the machine tape fussy. Some
of my older tapes shone when played
back, and tapes which had been used
for frequent recording showed very
little video noise or drop-outs with
new recordings on the Grundig. Colour saturation is just right; there is no
smearing or chroma blur, and only a
little detail is lost in shadows. For up
to 76cm (30in) screens you would be
hard put to guess there was a tape
playing through the system unless
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Performance is
the strength of
this VCR, not
fancy features
which you may
never use.

you carried out adirect comparison.
Still frame, jog shuttle and slow
motion are all implemented to perfection; no noise bars, tearing or shimmer show up here. Insert recording
from another recorder is carried out
with imperceptible edits, and the
inbuilt text generator can be used to
add titles to your holiday movies.
Camcorder connection is via front
panel phonos (though no S-Video
input or camera pause socket is
provided) and S-VHS format tapes
can be played, but not recorded.
Rear audio input/output sockets cater
for hi-fi connection, and audio-only
recording is simplicity itself with a
special 'hi-fi' button on the remote.
Recording levels are normally set
automatically, but manual setting is
an option and an excellent pair of
meters on the front panel display
indicates peak input and output
levels.
Audio output is alittle softer than
the clarity of the video side of a
recording. The sound spectrum is
well balanced and coherent with none
of the unnatural emphasis of bass or
treble that can sometimes characterise a 'hi-fi' VCR.
Against this, however, atouch of
crispness would have helped transient performance, and greater
impact in the bass would bring this
machine closer to perfection. Clarity
of diction and natural vocal rendition
is the main strength of the audio
section, and the stability of the tape
transport helps give excellent results
from Dolby Stereo-encoded tapes.
There is much to admire about this
video recorder, and as a way of
organising your tape collection Grandig's Archiv system is aboon. If you
have, as I did before starting this
review, an untidy collection of cassettes with scribbled labels often incorrectly identifying the contents,
Archiv will soon sort them into a
logical order.
Moreover, the index system
painlessly updates with every new
recording, so you won't lose ahastily
recorded item. Add to this a first
class AV performance with superb
tape handling and you have adesirable, and unusual, VCR.

HITACHI VT-F860
You can tell the £400 Hitachi is a
no-frills machine as soon as you set
eyes on it. Nothing gives the game
away that this is ahigh performance
hi-fi VCR; just a plain fascia confronts the viewer, broken only by a
large Hitachi badge. This is great for
households with interfering children
as there are no controls for them to
get hold of. Even if they commandeer
the remote control it is possible to
lock afunction so that little fingers do
not upset your recording of Eldorado.
Folding down the large front cover
reveals the basic operation buttons
facing upwards, which makes them
particularly easy to see. We have
become so used to VCRs fitted with a
multitude of options that it is
refreshing to find only a few large
keys, clearly labelled. Also revealed
are afluorescent display panel, plus a
series of sockets to accept input from
acamcorder, video camera or second
VCR.
There are few facilities missing
from this recorder despite the apparent simplicity of control keys. Tape
indexing is provided for your recordings, though its implementation is
not the usual find and play sequence.
Instead each index mark, automatically put on the tape when you
record, is found and ten seconds of
the programme is shown. You can
then press play as soon as the desired
point on the tape is reached. Alternatively, key-in an elapsed time and
Index will fast-forward or rewind to
reach it. Every function selection you
make is briefly displayed on the
screen of your television, which is
useful given that the VCR's function
display is so tiny as to be unreadable
at adistance. Large figures are laid
out for the clock, which can toggle to
areal-time tape counter, and station
number.
Just as well, then, that programming arecording is carried out on the
remote handset which has its own
LCD panel. This turns out to be very
straightforward; you just enter the
channel number, start and stop times
and date using the numeric keypad as
prompted. The only fly in the ointment is the minuscule nature of these

buttons; very tubby fingers will have
problems pressing the right ones.
Today's date is brought up automatically, so if you are recording the same
day just press 'Trans' to transmit the
programme info to the VCR. Alternatively, the remote will hold four
programming instructions in its own
memory for later transmission or
alteration. Once the VCR is set you
can review or cancel programming
instructions using the on-screen
menu display.
The remote is 'intelligent' in the
respect that it will emulate the command codes for various Japanese and
European TV sets. This only covers
channel change, volume and on/off
functions, however, so if you have
teletext it will not replace your dedicated TV handset.
This is the first VCR we have
tested with a 'loudness' feature. One
of the menu options is to switch on
enhanced bass, but this actually
applies bass and treble boost in
typical loudness-type fashion. The
type of speakers usually supplied
with midi systems may benefit from
this, but otherwise leave it off. Other
menu options select auto play mode
for 'rental' tapes, endless play and
the usual Hi-Fi/Linear audio mix
facilities. Audio recording levels are
shown on the front display but there
is no manual adjustment; the auto
gain circuits are, however, unobtrusive in action. Audio dubbing onto
the linear sound tracks is also catered
for, but there are no input sockets for
connection to ahi-fi system to use as
ahi-fi sound-only tape recorder. Rear
panel socketry continues the simplicity of the control layout, with connection to aTV and hi-fi amplifier via a
Scart socket plus phonotype stereo
sound outputs.
Performance is the strength of this
VCR, not fancy features which you
may never use. Horizontal line
resolution reaches 250 lines with
good quality tape, and there is very
little noise or 'tearing' of the image.
Hitachi has played safe by making
the image atouch soft, and there is
no sharpness control to optimise this,
but detail resolution is still excellent
for everything bar the biggest
screens. Consistency across a wide
range of tape types, and even
throughout E240 tapes, is very good
and amodel of how aVCR should
perform. Colours are natural and
even across the spectrum, with none
of the artificial saturation that seems
to plague many cheaper recorders.
Still-frame pictures are exactly
that; not aquiver, not ablemish mars
the image, and frame advance is easy
using abutton on the remote handset. Altogether this is an excellent set
of video results, given by what turns
out to be agood mechanical design.
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VIDEO
The tape loop round the rotary heads
is one of the shortest we have seen,
and this gives quite short delays
between rewind and play functions.
Cast parts are used to locate the head
block and lock in the tape guides
securing astable tape path, and every
change of mechanical operation
involves a bout of head cleaning.
There is even a button to initiate
head cleaning.
Audio quality is not quite up to the
standard of the video, but is certainly
nothing to be ashamed of. Overall
characteristics are of a slightly dull
treble and soft midrange; these are
moderate rather than annoying traits.
In comparison bass is powerful,
extended and clean, allowing
impressive effects with rented or
recorded films. The casework is not
well insulated acoustically, so the
various noises caused by the mechanics are fairly obvious, especially the
head-cleaning process.
The VT-F860 is an impressive
machine in many ways, and at the
price can hardly be faulted. Video
performance is beyond reproach and
can only be bettered by S-VHS
machines, whilst audio output is
commendable especially for the firm
bass. Unless you require teletext
programming, or special ` slo-mo' or
editing services, this VCR can be
highly recommended.
NC HR-D880
The rise of the VIDEOplus VCR
programming system has shown just
how daunting a video recorder's
timer commands can be. Although
most VCRs now have a much
reduced instruction set, so that programming the timer is just amatter of
entering start and stop times in a
logical fashion, the damage has been
done. Usually the attributes of
VIDEOplus have only been available
by purchasing an add-on adaptor,
but here JVC has incorporated the
system into a high-quality recorder.
Programming using VIDEOplus
involves entering a unique number
(PlusCode) which is found alongside
programme listings in many newspapers and magazines, using the
number pad on the remote control
and transmitting to the VCR. Press
the 'Timer' button when you are
ready and the VCR then locks into
the timer record mode. Times and
date are shown on the remote's LCD
panel for confirmation. If you normally plan your viewing by referring
to printed TV listings this method is
very convenient. For Teletext an
optional VPT adaptor is available
from JVC using the Startext method.
Either way PDC is available on ITV
and Channel 4to make sure the video
recording is started at the correct
time, even if programme times
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To say that the
off-tape video
quality is
excellent
would be
under-rating
the noise free
results this
VCR is
capable of

RECORDERS

change unexpectedly.
Both ITR, ( instantaneous recording), and 'Express Timer' recording
modes can be instituted from the
front panel of the VCR. The latter
prompts you for the start and stop
times and channel number of a
recording to be made the same day,
and uses the on-screen display to
guide you through the facility. This
display of the timer contents on your
TV screen also accommodates anormal programming procedure, and
this can be actuated from the remote.
Such duplicity of programming
methods gives a rather confusing
button layout on the remote, with
several keys being used for alternative functions depending on which
mode you are in. For instance, the
'Start' button is also used as a stop
key when you have finished setting
up the timer. But after familiarisation, the VIDEOplus process
becomes straightforward enough.
Audio performance of the £ 00
HR-D880 was good. Crisp and even
is the best description, with deep
bass being firm and extended. For
audio-only recording there was some
softening of upper bass output giving
added warmth in this area; this could
be construed as a bit of abonus for
film use offsetting the extra HF boost
added to soundtracks. Hi-fi sound
tracks are given their own recording
volume and balance controls, and
two bar graphs on the front display
act as instantaneous and peak meters
showing the audio levels clearly. Hifi audio input and output signals are
provided on two pairs of phono
sockets on the rear, plus aduplicate
input pair on the front coupled with
composite video for a camcorder or
camera. Provision is made for simulcast recording of video from one
source and audio from another, not
that this is so necessary now that
Nicam stereo sound is available on
most broadcasts. Audio dubbing for
your own recordings is, however,
more useful. A headphone socket and
volume control provide personal
listening.
Orange fluorescent characters spell
out all the functions as they are
operated, and are easily read from a
distance. We are becoming fed up
with pieces of equipment greeting us
with 'good evening' when they are
switched on, but the clarity of the

display is very welcome. With programming details shown on both the
LCD panel on the remote and on the
front of the VCR, this is the ideal
video for those paranoiacs who
believe all video recorders are
designed to defeat their attempts at
successful timer recording. Combined with the VIDEOplus system
this VCR should hold no terrors for
the modern technology initiate.
To say that the off- tape video
quality is excellent would be underrating the noise-free results this VCR
is capable of. Use ahigh-quality tape
and you will be rewarded with
remarkable visual detail and pure,
clean colours. The latter are a little
over-saturated, which was a disappointment given the first class
standards of the rest of the set, but
high intensity colours are deep and
smear-free, so this only causes problems with cheap-grade tapes. Overall
sharpness was considered good with a
touch of softness to outlines, and the
horizontal resolution surpassed 250
lines without problems. A steady
picture is produced from own recordings, and as always video noise was
noticeable by its absence. Unfortunately we had some problems with a
couple of rental tapes which would
not lock onto the vertical sync. Our
tests indicated that the tracking
alignment was not quite spot on; this
is probably a sample error.
Tuner sensitivity is not the best we
have seen and, with anything less
than a strong aerial signal, adds
background noise to the picture. The
grey scale is set towards the dark end
of the spectrum, which produces
deeper shadows than normal, but
dynamic range is wide so whites
remain bright.
This VCR is strong on features and
most of them, like the VIDEOplus
system, are very useful. Indexed
recordings are easily located with the
forward and reverse index-search
keys on the remote, and searching for
ablank piece of tape to record on is a
matter of pressing one button. The
clear display can be switched
between numeric and real-time counters, with the blank search showing
the remaining time automatically.
With such a plethora of attributes
and a high-quality audio and video
performance, the HR- D880 must be
considered excellent value. le-
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sound system up correctly and
you are placed firmly in the
centre of the action.
Trains, automobiles, planes
and music all combine to make
this LD agood test of your
system's dynamic range and
bass capabilities, and are
thoroughly entertaining too.
The film is full of shadows and
artificial lighting, and the video
transfer has suffered from burnt
out whites in the latter. Worth
watching once, certainly, but
thereafter confined to excerpts
for showing off the naturalistic
qualities of your Dolby
Surround or THX equipment.
Hook
Columbia/Tristar LD13187
¡'AL, 3sides, 135 min
WideScreen 2.35:1
£34.99

NOW YOU

Close Encounters needed this
disc to bring its full splendour
into the home, and thankfully
the transfer from cinema to
living room has been managed
with style.

SEE I

Just some of the new
LaserDisc releases
available for home
theatre

Close Encounters of the
Third Kind — Special Edition
Columbia/Tristar LD10003
I 'Al., 3sides, 12;.min
Widescreen Edition
1
£34.99
Special Edition or Director's
Cut, there hardly seems to be a
film released on video that is in
its original cinematic version.
This particular release might as
16

well have been called Close
Encounters of the Sixth Kind.
For LaserDisc, the Special
Edition is now extended to 127
minutes, the extra length
allowing for greater
illumination of afew of the
mysteries along the way, and
more contact with the Aliens at
the end. For me this degraded
some of the wonder felt when
viewing the first release, but
possibly it makes the story more
complete.
The brilliance of the lighting
in this film at last finds its full
dynamic range on LaserDisc.
When the truck rocks at the
crossing, or when the child is
abducted, the blaze of light is
quite terrifyingly powerful.
Final scenes show abeautiful
panoply of colours from the
alien spacecraft, while
WideScreen allows them to
swoop across the scene in total
magnificence.
It is apity, then, that the
sound does not match up to the
video transfer, lacking the
inspirational effects of modern
Dolby productions. But the
power is there when it matters,
and the clarity and detail do
match the image quality.
LD is the ideal vehicle for a
film of such spectacular vision.

Bugsy
Columbia Tristar LD13645
¡'AL, 3sides, 131 min
WideS creen Edition 16:9
£34.99

Every good film tells an
interesting story; no amount of
special effects, sex or violence
can compensate for the lack of
one. Base afilm on atrue-life
story and the audience will put
up with apreposterous tale.
Bugsy purports to give us the
history of agangster with
outrageous over-confidence who
had avision — one that was
exorbitant enough to give rise to
the gambling haven of Las
Vegas. Unfortunately the slice
of his life shown concentrates
on apassionate relationship,
which has its moments. To
make repeated viewing
entertaining, and therefore
truly worthy of LaserDisc,
Bugsy should have exposed the
mind and emotions of the man
behind the public image.
What the film does have is an
outstanding soundtrack, with
both music and sound effects
worthy of the appellation
`demonstration quality'. In
particular the nightclub scene in
Chapter 9is unreasonably
realistic, surrounding the
listener with all the trappings of
an American nightspot in its
heyday. Set your surround

It is with movies made for
children that LaserDisc really
proves its worth. Children will
want to watch agood film over
and over again, never becoming
tired of agood storyline, no
matter how often repeated.
Whether Hook, with its pastiche
of an adult Peter Pan coming to
terms with his fairytale
background, and once again
finding himself embroiled with
the debonair Captain Hook, is
such afilm is open to question.
At times too 'adult' to keep
children still in their seats,
Spielberg spends too long
wringing every emotion he can
out of the audience. Sometimes
you just wish he would get on
with the action.
That said, there are moments
of magic, the world of Never
Never land becomes
frighteningly real and, as always
with Spielberg, there are some
touching scenes which bring a
lump to the throat.
For LaserDisc the image is
crisp and clear with the
exception of some backgrounds
in Never Never land which
suffer from video to LD
transfer with atouch of fuzzy
electronic dither. The sound is a
perfect marriage for the visuals;
whilst there are plenty of
stunning effects, it never
distracts and dialogue is amodel
of clarity. The picture is in the
cinemascope letterbox format,
though this is not mentioned
anywhere on the sleeve.
The finest option in
LaserDisc is the ability to skip
the boring bits. Start at Chapter
6, and drop acouple of others,
and you have an action-packed

SOFTWARE
adventure which can be played
again and again. Included on
the LD is apoor-quality fill-in,
'The Making of Hook', which is
more acameo of Spielberg and
the leading players than the
technology behind the effects,
and shows scenes which were
dropped from the final cut (but
perhaps should have been used
instead).
Prince of Tides
Columbia/Tristar LD12840
PAL, 3sides, 128 min
WideScreen edition 16:9
£34.99
A harrowing account of
disturbed childhood and the
resulting adult problems, Prince
of Tides is not what Iwould call
entertainment. But then,
neither would Iclassify
EastEnders as something to be
watched for enjoyment, so I
might be in aminority. It is,
however, atale well told, acted
and directed.
Make it through to the lighter
moments and you get hooked
on the developing romance
between Streisand and Nolte,
both offering their best in this
touching and far from
whimsical drama. What apity,
then, that the dialogue is so
badly recorded. You may want
to replay certain scenes to
capture every word, so LD
becomes highly useful here.
Part of the problem is that the
music is far too loud and
annoyingly clobbers the Dolby
Stereo soundstage.
Gorgeously photographed in
warm, glowing colours, the
transfer from film to disc has
been handled superbly. There is
no doubt that you are watching
film — on our reference Philips
LDP600 player there was no
hint that electronics were
involved in the re-creation of
the cinema image. Director of
Photography, Stephen
Goldblatt, deserves an Oscar for

this one. Every scene is
beautifully set up, each shot is a
model of creative composition
and visual interest never wanes.
On alarge screen this LaserDisc
makes you believe you are at the
cinema.
Phil Collins, Paul
McCartney Live at
Knebworth 1990
Castle/Pioneer CMPL6006
PAL, 2sides, 70 min
£19.99
Tears for Fears warm up the
audience with aseries of
overlong, carefully constructed
jam sessions. Cliff Richard and
the Shadows reunite for 15

Big Wednesday
Tartan Video
The storyline is negligible —
three surfin' buddies and how
they cope with growing up
from 1964 through the war in
'Nam — and it reeks of
American Graffiti and other
coming-of- age-flicks, but the
trio is so likeable that you can
overlook the similarities.
Not much happens. Hints
are given about amythic
wave, which our heroes,
though looking at middle age,
attempt to conquer it. But
lack of plot aside, it's the
meatiest role ever given to the
under-used Jan-Michael
Vincent, on apar with his
cool killer in The Mechanic.
Busey is adelight, manic and
energetic as is his norm, while
Katt is as wooden as ever.
The biggest surprise is the
soundtrack: early Dolby
Stereo. As the film is
peppered with both Sixties
pop hits and thunderous
sound effects, it's agreat mix
and quite abuzz if, like me,
you were expecting mono.
Casablanca: The 50th
Aradversary Celebration
MGM/UA Home Video
Some will want this because it
contains astupendous booklet
recounting the making of the
film. Others will want the
wholly enjoyable, thoroughly
fascinating 30-minute
documentary narrated by
Lauren Bacall, You Must
Remember This, added to the
end of the tape. Me? Ibought
it because it contains a
restored and digitally
remastered copy of my

minutes of classic rock and roll.
The first side is ended by Phil
Collins who gives asplendid
extension of ' In The Air
Tonight' and an over-extended
`Sussudio'. Side 2is
McCartney's own, but the
highlights here are apassionate
'Hey Jude' and the finale 'Can't
Buy Me Love'.
Sound quality is pure magic,
lacking only the ultimate
dynamics to prove it is alive
rather than studio recording.
Direct signal feed from the
mixing desk with sparse
coverage of audience reaction
has reduced the ' live' feel a
little, but the quality is high and
the balance near ideal. What

favourite film of all time.
Peerless acting, the
sharpest dialogue, aterrific
story of intrigue and passion,
tension and humour. Every
scene, every detail is perfect.
I'll tell you just how good
this film is: Iget alump in my
throat every time Isee the
scene where the band breaks
into ' La Marseillaise' even
though Ican't stand the
French. Buy it, cherish it and
be grateful they couldn't get
Ronald Reagan for the lead.
Elvis: The we
Perforneances/Jellieuse
Reek
MGM/UA Home Video
First, the good news. The Lost
Performances contains 22
songs which didn't fit into the
cinema releases of Elvis —
That's The Way It Is from
1970 and Elvis On Tour from
1972. This was the height of
his comeback period, while he
still had acouple of
functioning brain cells, so it's
Vegas-style glitz and a
mixture of schmaltz and rock.
Painful to watch, but Idid
enjoy the rehearsal sequences,
backing band and those rare
moments which let you forget
that he'd kick the bucket
within five-to-seven years.
The sound is good stereo, the
performances slick, but
hindsight renders it morbid.
Not so this print of
jailhouse Rock, when Presley
still had the option of leaving
agood-looking corpse. It's a
surprisingly accomplished
work, adding weight to the
argument that Presley could
have had acritically acclaimed
screen career if the Colonel

really stand out are the driving
rhythms which are captured
perfectly on this recording and,
far more than the visual side,
convey the excitement of the
performances.
Video coverage and transfer
to LaserDisc is of the highest
quality. Direction of
photography is limited to closeups of performers; stage shots
are few and far between at first,
but camera work becomes more
inventive on the latter half of
the disc. If you need amemory
of this event there are four such
discs — ashame then that this,
the first, has arunning time of
just 70 minutes.
Petery Comeau

hadn't forced him into doing
garbage like Girls, Girls, Girls.
This has areasonable
storyline, adecent cast and
songs to die for, like the title
track and 'Baby You're So
Square'. But — and this is a
big but — the film is part of the
Turner Entertainment
catalogue who destroyed the
film. First, it's 'colorized'. If
anyone should be pictured
forever in black-and-white,
it's the Fifties Elvis.
Second, my VCR's meters
behaved as if the tape were in
stereo, but the credits
confirmed it. Not just pseudostereo, but bogus Dolby.
Whatever 'Chace' surround
sound is, avoid it: phasey,
messy and lacking sparkle.

t.

The Search For Robert
Johnson
Sony Music Entertainment
A dream come true for the
blues hardcore: the most upto-date and complete Robert
Johnson documentary.
Bluesman Hammond follows
the researchers' paths,
uncovering all manner of
details previously denied to
us, filling in the story of the
most influential and yet most
mysterious bluesman of all
time.
And then there's the music,
the watershed body of work
which bridges the cottonfields
and Chicago. Eloquent
comments from Johnson fans
like Keith Richard and Eric
Clapton, reminiscences from
Johnny Shines and Honeyboy
Edwards who played with
Johnson 60 years ago. This
gets my nominee for music
video of the year. Ken Kessler

e mom,
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There are many ways of
getting abigger, better
picture: try the Ferguson
C76W, Grundig ST70,
Pioneer SD- T5000 or Sony
KVS2912

makes sense to build circuits for
specific countries, and has become
more economical to design and make
a set for all signal types. Grundig
allow you to allot aseparate standard
for each station, not much use generally in the UK I must admit but
perhaps of interest to someone with a
coastal location and rotational aerial.
Each station setting can also
memorise its own volume level,
which is aboon given the discrepancy

BIGSCREEN
GEMS
N

owadays, colour televisions
come in all shapes and sizes,
from miniature LCD pocket
screens to wall-projection units. For
home theatre use, we need to concentrate on those designs offering something alittle better than the normal
nn-of-the-mill CTVs. This may be
improved definition and colour, flexibility of audio/visual input selection
or just alarge screen size. For display
of Cinemascope films in their natural
letterbox format you will certainly
need abigger image than the popular
55cm ( 22in) screen.

GRUNDIG ST70-660/8 CM
Multi- standard TV sets are now
encountered frequently in Europe as
manufacturers refine and simplify
their tuner electronics. It no longer
18

between broadcast output levels.
This is only of any use, of course, if
you are going to accept the quality of
the pair of forward-facing speakers
for stereo TV use. With separate
adjustment of bass and treble, and a
spatial enhancement of the Nicam
stereo or mono output, the four
internal speakers are remarkably well
balanced tonally, but are not substitutes for a good separates hi-fi
system.
Of greater interest is the quality of
the Black Line 66cm FST picture
tube, and here the Grundig does not
disappoint. Grundig source tubes
which are slightly to the blue side of
neutral, and this tube gives cool
colours of high contrast. Clear,
bright skies and natural grass advance the enjoyment of sport, and
good edge definition gives an image
of great precision and apparent
sharpness. Coupled with a highsensitivity tuner there should be no
problems in setting this unit up for a
startlingly good picture.

The only trouble with the cooler
colour balance is the difficulty in
achieving awarm enough flesh tone.
Adjust the colour intensity so that
landscapes have anatural appearance
and faces can seem a little washed
out. Advance the tint level to breathe
life into facial features and strong
colours can be too highly saturated.
The answer is to tweak contrast and
brightness using avariety of different
programmes until an acceptable compromise is found. Keep the set away
from strong daylight and this is not
too difficult, all adjustments being
indicated by onscreen bargraph displays. Once you are happy, pressing
the 'OK' button on the remote stores
the set-up in memory.
Various facilities are available via
an on-screen menu system. A sleep
timer can be set for atime interval of
up to 99 minutes. Don't worry if you
cannot be bothered to set it, though,
as the TV automatically turns itself
off after ten minutes of no signal
input at the end of atransmission or
tape. If you wish to restrict the use of
the set then alock function will ask
for a four-digit personal code every
time the unit is switched on.
Connection possibilities are flexible with achoice of three AV inputs,
stepped through using the AV button
on the remote handset. Two of these
are Scart types accepting composite
video or RGB signals, while the third
will take composite video, separate
audio and S-Video. One nice touch is
a cable-tie to gather all your AV
cables tidily together and provide a
measure of strain relief. A headphone
socket is located on the front with
separate volume adjustment to the
main volume, just so that you do not
upset your standard preferences.
Similar thoughtfulness has gone
into the layout of the remote handset
with acolour coded and well laid out
arrangement of keys. Fastext is, of
course, fitted as standard with the
colour keys at the top of the handset
exactly where they should be.
Unusually the number keys are
shifted to the left which will please
left handed users, though this is
hardly obstructive for right handers
either. If you have aGrundig video
and satellite receiver the remote can
be used to control these too; the
stand supplied with the set has
shelves for both.
This size of screen is just large
enough to display 1,videscreen movies
successfully without having to peer at
the image through opera glasses or
move the viewing seat uncomfortably
close. This German-made TV sports
abalanced set of attributes from its
sensitive tuner to the natural colour
qualities of the high definition image.
At the price this is a remarkable
performance combination.
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FERGUSON C76W
Ferguson's C76W is the latest widescreen TV to come from acompany
which, along with Philips, is championing the widescreen monitor
for domestic use. As such the Ferguson opens up a16:9 image as soon as
you switch it on; no need to search
for a `wide' selector on the slim and
simple remote handset.
It is easy to fall in love with the
picture from the Thomson tube.
Having sorted out a strong aerial
signal and established the optimum
colour, contrast and brightness settings, the spectacular picture had a
natural appearance, great depth of
colour and excellent detail resolution.
The screen also proved restful to
watch. This is usually afunction of
low flicker and steadiness of image,
both qualities at which this TV
excels. That you will not become
tired watching this set is both a
measure of its picture performance
and lack of eye irritation.
Black level is often given automatic
'improvement' by some TV sets, not
always to advantage. Ferguson gives
you a selectable ' black expand'
option which actually does produce a
deep black without losing detail in
shadows by making automatic adjustment to the grey scale. Also on offer
are choices between standard 4:3,
wide 16:9, and cinema 16:9; the
latter loses about 5 per cent of the
image edges in order to almost fill the
screen with a Cinemascope 2.35:1
release. If you do come across an
expanded widescreen broadcast or
tape then the cinema format can be
changed to compress the image back
to its correct aspect ratio. The default
'wide' setting compresses height
slightly and, as a result, stretches
circles into ovals. However, this is a
marginal effect and goes unnoticed
by most viewers, although human
profiles can appear alittle fatter than
normal so don't use this mode for
playback of your holiday videos.
There is only one feature missing, the
option to move the picture vertically
in the wide mode to avoid losing the
tops of heads from a4:3 broadcast.
Fastext is exactly that with the
C76W. Teletext pages are updated
incredibly fast with only just enough
time to read them. It would have
been helpful if a toggled `hold' key
had been included on the remote.
The four coloured Fastext buttons
are also used to produce sub-menus
far text functions, one of which calls
up auser-selectable memory of eight
pages, and keying '0' stops apage in
its tracks.
Picture-in-Picture is novel to the
point of real usability. The most
sensible feature I have yet seen is
accomplished by moving the standard screen to the left and displaying
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW: HOME THEATRE 1993

the PIP screen in the blank bar on the
right. Combine this with 'scan',
which shows a random selection of
the other channels in a three-PIP
display, and you can keep an eye on
every input or broadcast. If you are
waiting for another programme or
tape to start whilst watching another,
or simply to look out for the occasional goal on asports channel when
viewing afilm, this particular implementation of PIP is almost addictive.
With anything other than astrong
signal from awell-designed and positioned aerial there is a disturbing
amount of background noise and a
proclivity for ghosting. For a large
screen such performance is inexcusable; magnification of the image on
widescreen requires the best tuner
specification to be achieved. Plugging
in an Arcam Delta 150 Nicam tuner
into one of the Scart sockets shows
exactly what the Ferguson loses in
terms of definition and clarity, but,

give the C76W a good aerial with a
clear view of the transmitter and it
makes up the ground well.
AV inputs and outputs are configured well with three Scart sockets
on the rear, and a phono socket or
S-VHS input under a flap on the
front for acamcorder. DIN speaker
sockets are also provided for stereo
front and a pair of surround speakers; the surround mode being abasic
matrix format. The internal amplifier
includes a five- band graphic
equalizer, but even so the internal
speakers are not serious contenders
for hi-fi sound. A headphone socket
is available under the front flap.
Easy to use and easy to watch, the
C76W is capable of ahigh standard of
video output, and the wide and
cinema formats are ideal for widescreen and cinemascope films. This
set gave great pleasure, and quickly
became afirm favourite with all who
viewed it.

PIONEER SDT-5000 PROJECTION TV
At present the upper limit to which a
glass CRT can be manufactured economically is about 36 inches (92 cm).
For most homes this is more than
adequate for widescreen film display,
but for those who desire the big
screen cinema experience a projection TV is the answer.
The Pioneer SD-T5000 fits the
projection idea into abox, and even
manages to capture a screen brightness which allows viewing by daylight. This is rather more convenient
than lowering a screen, closing the
curtains and dimming the lights, but
it does mean that the screen size is
fixed. A 50inch ( 127 cm) image
diagonal is more than big enough for
most purposes, however, and will
certainly fill the space between most
stereo speakers. The cabinet enclosing this TV is not designed as apiece
of furniture; just black wood-effect
vinyl covering chipboard.
Switch the set on, however, and
the image is totally dominant. The
projection is so large that there is no
escape from it, so captivating that all
conversation ceases, so demanding
that one's eyes are permanently glued
to the screen. Fit it up with agood
Dolby surround system and you
enter a different world. This is as
close to virtual reality as you can get
with atwo-dimensional visual image.
One quickly becomes critical, not
just of camera technique but of the
whole transmission quality. As an
antidote to watching American TV
programmes the Pioneer is ideal; the
visual transfer from NTSC to PAL
produces an image which is indescribably awful. Transfers between
video media are often shown up to be
poor; older films look much better,
which indicates how the graininess of
film is amuch kinder way of losing
definition than the blocky, noisy edge
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Specifications:
Screen size:
Display type:
Reception system:

Inputs:
Outputs:

Size ( whd, mm):
Price:

129cm (50in)
ROB CRT back
projection
PAL, Secam, NTSC
3.58, NTSC 4.43,
NICAM,CCIR, MTS,
FM
2x SCART, 2x
composite video or 2x
S-Video, 2xaudio
2x SCART, Composite
video or S-Video, fixed
audio, variable audio,
external speakers
1145 x 1326 x675
£3300.00

of electronic video systems. Naturally these are not criticisms of the
Pioneer itself, rather a commendation of the remarkable definition that
is available on such a big screen.
Once seated there is no clarity fall-off
towards the edges, and illumination
is even right across the screen. Colour convergence is easily adjusted
from the comfort of your amchair
through the remote control, simply
lining up the colours to form apure
white cross on the screen. It is useful
to check this setting using large white
text, such as found in on screen
displays from a Laserdisc player or
VCR, as minute adjustments can be
made to achieve the optimum setting.
Colour balance was not to my taste
when the Pioneer was first installed.
Red gun output was too high resulting in overwarm flesh tones and rich
browns. Removing the speaker grille
and ascrew-down cover reveals most
of the settings for screen correction,
(not to be attempted by the amateur),
and amodicum of adjustment to the
colour balance restores the correct
tones. Your installer should set up all
these factors for you, so if you are not
happy with what you see do not be
afraid to suggest further alignment.
The factors that are under your
control are the colour intensity,
sharpness, contrast and brilliance,
and you can store their settings in
three user memories. It is also possible to change these settings automatically to take account of ambient
lighting using the DPO (Dynamic
Picture Optimizer) function. The TV
can sense light or dark surroundings
and will alter contrast and so forth to
what you percieve is the best picture.
There are not many TV sets which
can function well in full daylight, but
the Pioneer makes a good attempt.
When seated, the brilliance of the
whites is amazing for a projection
unit; stand up and the picture fades
slightly but is still viewable. To some
extent this is the TV's undoing as the
dynamic range of its grey scale is
concentrated strongly towards white.
There were times when areas of
brilliance appeared burnt out, whilst
expanses of shadow lacked detail.
So how does the Pioneer manage
this feat? At the base of the unit are
three high-output 7inch CRTs firing
their output through an array of three
coolant lenses using a high -

transmission glycol compound. This
reduces light scatter and gives an
extra 12 per cent throughput compared with silicon or air. The three
colours are then reflected by arearmounted mirror onto acombination
of bead-diffusion screen, fresnel lens
and lenticular grooved front screen.
This concentrates the light falling on
the screen over a wide horizontal
angle, but restricts it vertically, so
that the greatest brightness is seen by
seated viewers.
We expected the 625 lines of UK
PAL transmissions to be rather
obvious on this set, but in practice
the diffuser screen softens them so
that only close scrutiny shows them
up. Provide agoodquality film from
aLaserdisc source and the cinematic
effect of the Pioneer comes to the
fore. Naturally widescreen releases
are at home on this set; the image is
so wide that the black bands top and
bottom can be totally ignored. Landscape shots from ' Dances with
Wolves' and ' Lawrence of Arabia' are
thrilling, especially when the detail is
resolved so well. For video you will
ideally need a high-performance SVHS unit, such as the Panasonic
NV-FS200, in order not to be disappointed with recorded quality, but
you can make do with any good
quality VCR if horizontal resolution
is over 250 lines and background
noise is low.
PAL, Secam and two flavours of
NTSC transmission standards can be
decoded by the SD-T5000, and the
audio side can be set for Nicam
stereo, analogue stereo or MTS (for
the States). One that is missing is
16:9 mode for widescreen D2-MAC
signals. This is a mode that compresses a blown-up widescreen picture back to its normal size. To be
fair there is no standardisation of this
concept yet, and so no real move
towards such satellite transmissions,
but it is afeature of many large TVs.
Input socketry is comprehensive
with two SCARTS (one for RGB and
both for S-Video), and two composite
video or S-Video inputs. Three AV
outputs are included in this set,
together with a variable-level audio
output from the internal preamp.
Internal audio consists of a 30 watt
amplifier driving inbuilt speakers,
each of which combines a 160mm
(6.5in) bass unit and 60nun (2.3in)
treble unit. These give much better
sound quality than their appearance
would suggest, with good quality
diction and a natural balance. Even
so users would be advised to invest in
a high quality Dolby surround system, if only to give a sound image
that matches the size of the picture.
Note that you may require longer
video and audio cables than normal.
Standard length Scart connectors
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would only just reach round the unit
to connect to a VCR next to it.
Fastext is incorporated in the
tuner, together with a `browse' memory which stores the next fourteen
pages following the one you are
viewing. Remote control layout is
good and is broken down into logical
sections, though I wished in dim
lighting that these were colour distinguished. Particularly useful were
the user AV memories, as you are
more likely to be fussy over image
quality with this set, and will wish to
have specific settings for TV, LaserDisc and videotape sources.
The SD-T5000 must rate as one of
the finest, and certainly most convenient, ways of achieving the cinema
big screen in the home. To obtain the
best from it you will need first class
ancillary components, and a fair
amount of initial fiddling around
with the video settings until the
image is optimised. Then you can sit
back and watch as family and friends
are thrilled by the spectacle that
unfolds from this massive screen.
SONY KY-S2912 TV
Sony's Trinitron tube design is now
appearing in other manufacturers'
sets and computer monitors, as the
bright colours this technology produces becomes more popular and the
patents have now run out. Compared
with conventional CRTs the Trinitron system has always given strong
primary colours, and it has been
difficult to obtain natural grass or sky
colours without washing out more
delicate tints such as flesh tones. This
latest Sony CTV has thankfully overcome these problems with a Super
Trinitron 70cm tube.
Trinitron tubes use a single electron source, rather than three colour
guns locked within one CRT, firing
onto the front phosphor screen
through a wire grille instead of a
shadowmask. Super Trinitron borrows from the design of professional
monitors in its advanced gun, and
utilises a extra fine wire grille and
anti-reflective screen coating. Extra
brightness, colour saturation and
definition is thus claimed and delivered by this set, which shows none
of the colour smearing that often
occurs as the tint control is advanced.
We were very pleased to see, though,
that when balanced for a natural
effect on a newsreader's face other
colours were also kept under control.
There are still strong differences
between Super Trinitron and the
European Philips tube, however, and
these mainly concern contrast and
grey scale. With a Philips CRT,
adjusting the contrast control seems
to have little effect upon colour, but
as you raise and lower this on the
Sony so colour saturation appears to
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be affected. Levels of black are very
intense on this screen, so contrast can
actually be backed off whilst brightness and colour are increased. The
optimum picture then shows strong
differences between coloured regions
of the image, and striking delineation
of areas of bright and dark, which
may or may not be to your taste.
Whilst there is no doubt that Super
Trinitron can now give very natural
results, tints are still strong in output. Once your eye is accustomed to
this picture, going back to aconventionally-tubed set is somehow disappointing, so the Sony is likely to
have many enthusiastic followers.
Other differences concern tube
shape as there is no curvature at all
vertically, and Super Trinitron has
now reduced the horizontal curvature
too. The Sony redefines the Flat
Square Tube concept, with one of the
flattest images you are yet to see on a
large-screen tubed TV. Combined
with the black border around the
picture, this flatness gives afeeling of
looking through awindow onto the
scene. Whilst not having the almost
3D qualities of HDTV, this is nevertheless astriking feature and attracts
much admiration.
Sony's remote control is,
unusually, reversible. It comes in a
slide-on holster, with one side of the
control showing the simple TV buttons for every day operation, whilst
the other side displays extra keys for
adjustment together with controls for
VCRs or LD players. The handset is
programmable and so will accept the
command set for the transport functions of four other pieces of equipment, selected by a small slide
switch, using ten buttons grouped at
the base of the unit. If you do not
need these functions then simply
reverse the handset in its holster, and
only the TV programme, teletext and
volume keys are visible, clearly laid
out in recesses which aid operation in
low-level lighting.
What you will miss this way round
is the PIP (Picture in Picture) facility
which, in this set, allows you to view
the output of other equipment in a
small rectangle which can be in one
of four positions on the screen. You
can either keep an eye on how avideo
tape is progressing, or another channel output by a VCR. One button
press will switch screens between the
main picture and the PIP input.
Teletext is given the usual Fastext
treatment, and there is athirty page
memory, with six pages each for five
stations recalled from an on-screen
menu option. While useful for quick
access to options such as financial or
travel pages, this is rather more
clumsy than the simplicity of Fastext
aided by the clear layout of colour
and number keys on the 'simple' side

of the remote.
Switching between the AV inputs
is sequential when pressing the video
input button on the remote. The first
(SCART only) accepts input by composite video or RGB. Second and
third are two SCART or S-Video
input/ outputs and there is afurther
composite or S-Video input on the
front of the set, convenient for a
camcorder, next to a headphone
socket. All the video inputs will
accept NTSC 3.58/4.43 colour standards in conjunction with PAL/
SECAM. With such flexibility you
are unlikely to run out of inputs, and
could use the TV as aswitch device
for four sources with variable sound
output to a hi-fi system.
Now that some of the Trinitron
patents have run out Sony need to
keep ahead of the competition with
further advances in design. Super
Trinitron appears to be the answer
and in this way Trinitron has come of
age, able to serve modern broadcast
qualities with purity arid clarity. +
Specifications:
Screen size:
Display type:
Reception system:
Inputs:
Outputs:

Size ( whd, mm):
Price:

70cm (27M)
Super Trinitron
PAL, Secam, NTSC
3.58, NTSC 4.43
3x SCART, 3x
composite video or SVideo, 3x audio
3x SCART, 3x
Composite video or SVideo, fixed audio,
variable audio, external
speakers, headphones
705 x 560 x 540
£1299.00

"The REL sub-woofer is the best add-on to any system Ihave ever heard"
Tom Bryant, Weekend Telegraph, October 31st 1992
"The Stadium is atrue sub-woofer that will reproduce two
octaves lower than most loudspeakers - even big ones"
"The bass playing analysis . . . proves beyond any doubt that the
Stadium is accurate in its bass reproduction - in fact it is
unusually accurate"
"the power and sense of control was superb"
"The Stadium sub- woofer was more successful than Icould
ever have imagined"
Noel Keywood - HiFi World, June 1992

REL sub-woofers are designed and constructed in the UK by REL Acoustics
REL Acoustics products are distributed worldwide by:

Halley Audio Ltd.
328 Ware Road, Hailey, Hertford, SG 13 7PG
Telephone: (0992) 714811
Facsimile: (0992) 88271

HOME THEATRE
IN YOUR HOME
We stock awide range of excellent surround sound
equipment. Use our expertise to answer any queries and to
help you choose the right home entertainment system for
you. "Put fun back into your HiFi and bring your
television to life!"
SPECIALISTS IN SURROUND
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COMPETITION

WIN!

PIONEERS <ARAO <E
LASERDIS(
PLAYFD

The Rules
1) The competition is
open to UK readers
only. All entries must
be on the entry form
provided, photocopies
will be accepted but
only one entry per
reader will be
considered. No other
correspondence may be
included with entries.
2) There will be no
cash or other
alternative to the prizes
offered. The winner,
will be first correct
entry opened.
3) Employees of Link
House Magazines or
associated companies,
and of Pioneer or its
agents, will not be
eligible.
4) All entries must be
received by first post
on 22 March 1993,
when judging will be
carried out. The
Editor's decisions will
be final and binding.
No correspondence of
any kind will be
entered into regarding
the competition.
5) The prize winner
will be notified by post
and the results will be
published in the
June 1993 edition of
HFN/RR.
6) Entries become the
property of Link
House Magazines.
7) Entry to the
competition is taken to
indicate acceptance of
the rules.

Win the ultimate home entertainment system — an all- in- one player
for karaoke, audio and video LaserDiscs worth £ 1000.
:Retailing at just under £800, the
CLD-150K from LaserDisc market
leader Pioneer has all the features
needed to turn every home into a
concert hall or jazz bar and all the
family into superstars. Also, it will
play virtually every optical disc format from 3in to 12in (except for CD- I
and CD-G), covering CD, LaserDiscs and Karaoke.
Besides the familiar concept of
linking digital backing tracks with
special videos, with words superimposed and changing colours so that
singers cannot lose their places, there
are a number of other important
enhancements. The key control function, operated either on the player or
the microphone, adjusts the pitch of
the music to suit anyone's voice. The
CLD-150K also offers three separate
vocal enhancement systems to suit
ballad, pop or jazz. Thirdly, and
uniquely, the Pioneer places the 'performance' in one of three acoustic
situations — on astage, in ahall or the
centre of an arena. The CLD-150K
also has a One-Touch Karaoke feature to fade down CD vocals, so the
singer can become lead vocalist.
Extra features include 'Vocal Partner', which instantaneously fades out
the main vocal only when you are
singing: the recorded vocal will fade
down automatically as soon as you
start singing into the microphone, so
any budding tenor who fancies that
he can tackle IsIessun dorma' can just
take over from Pavarotti!
In addition to the CLD-150K, our
winner will receive a Pioneer microphone and two LaserKaraoke
discs, bringing the prize value to
£1000. Just fill in and send the entry
form (photocopies are acceptable,
but only one entry per reader), to arrive not later than 22 March, 1993.
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THE QUESTIONS
1) Which one of these disc
categories will not play on the
Pioneer CLD-150K?
a) LaserKaraoke
c) CD Single
b) 120mm CD
d) CD-Graphics

2) How many vocal
enchancement systems does
the CLD-150K offer?
a) three
c) four
b) two
d) one

3) Which of the following features
is unique to Pioneer?
c) stage, hall,
a) changingor arena
colour lyric
acoustic for
indication
b) digital stereo
Karaoke
singer
sound
d) LaserDisc
replay

HOW TO ENTER
Simply select what you consider the most appropriate
answer to each of our questions and complete the coupon.
Don't forget your name, address, and daytime telephone
number. Send your entry to: Pioneer Home Theatre
Competition, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, to art-ve not later
than first post 22 March 1993.

1

2

3

Tick here if you do NOT want to be sent info rmatio n

flon Pioneer products.
Name and Address

Daytime tel no.
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KODAK PCD5865 PHOTO CD PLAYER
Connect this £429 unit to your TV
and hi-fi system, switch on and you
encounter a burst of action as five
CDs are read, indexed and their
contents displayed on your screen.
Audio and Photo CDs can be used
as can Interactive Photo CDs, (not
to be confused with CD-I), which
combine still pictures with audio
and a menu system for selection.
Loading CDs is made simple as the
drawer, which is a similar size to a
LaserDisc player drawer, opens out
presenting you with the first three
slots to be filled. A `Load' button on
the drawer circulates the disc tray to
reveal the other two slots when you
are ready. Closing the drawer then
gets the player to read and display the
disc contents including Photo CD ID
number, whether Photo or music CD
and the number of pictures on each
disc, or the number of tracks if a
music CD. As this takes a few
moments those in ahurry can press a
24

'Quick Play' button, also handily
located on the drawer, which indexes
a CD only when played and goes
straight into the first one.
As each CD is accessed, arrows on
screen, and on the front panel display, indicate the position, from one
to five, of the disc currently loaded.
When you place discs in the tray the
same system operates, only this time
showing you the order in which you
are placing the disc. Playing just one
disc is easy; pop it into the slot in the
tray marked 'preferred position' and
press quick play'.
The usual Photo-CD options are
available: programming picture
order, rotation, enlargement, all of
which can be 'remembered' by the
player in its FPS (Favourite Picture
Selection) memory. Next time you
play the disc this order and selection
will be repeated. All this makes
viewing your holiday snaps amatter
of composition followed by loading
the discs in the correct order. Auto-

play shows each frame at an interval
set on the remote control at 2, 4or 8
seconds, with the order and image
configuration memorised by FPS.
500 pictures then proceed in processional display. It is a pity the maximum time interval is only 8seconds,
as your best landscapes may deserve
longer than this, even if it seems abit
much for that picture of Auntie
Dottie in her swimsuit. Still, if you
hit the next frame button every 30
seconds, you have a potential four
hours of viewing at your disposal.
A multi-disc Photo CD player like
this can offer the ability to program a
fully automated slide show, with one
image wiping vertically into the next.
We look forward to future machines
featuring dissolve between pictures,
sync with audio and other attributes
beloved of the semi-pro projectionist,
and thus taking the place of the
multi-projector systems currently
required for these functions.
As an audio CD player the unit's
memory can also be used for FTS
(Favourite Track Selection). Programming the music tracks you most
want to hear, in the order you want
them played, and then pressing
'Keep' stores the program for the
next time the disc is loaded and
played. Unfortunately the player
does not respond to the instruction
book's method of programming;
peculiarly you need to access the disc
through the play function before you
can start programming the tracks. It
is much easier to. set up FTS for
every disc you commonly play. Also
not noted in the instructions is the
facility to play all the loaded discs
with their FTS programs automatically. Alternatively, just press
'shuffle' which plays an autoselection of random tracks across the
discs loaded.
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PH OTO
Sound quality for CD is apeculiar
mix of strong bass ;soft midrange and
sharp treble. Leaning towards a
smooth and inoffensive characteristic
the music output is unlikely to cause
offence, but is not going to bring a
smile to the face of ahi-fi enthusiast
either. Still there are redeeming factors. Bass is truly extended and every
note is clearly pronounced, and this
will give agood subwoofer something
to chew upon. Coherence throughout
the sound spectrum is good: for

instance sibilants integrate with vocals well, and dynamics are reproduced with aplomb.
In atypical AV system this player
will fit in well, offering high class
RGB output for Photo CD use and
more than reasonable sound quality
for music CDs. Image manipulation
is more advanced than regular Photo
CD players, with an extra degree of
enlargement given to the frame and
pan options. Once you have selected
your preferred composition the on-

CD

screen display can be triggered to
read out horizontal, vertical and
enlargement vectors. These details
can then be given to aphoto processor to make a print of the exact
enlargement you have framed on
screen. As the cost of putting films on
CD drops on the high street so this
format becomes a more attractive
way of showing slide quality pictures
to family and friends, without the
palaver of drawing curtains and setting up projector and screen. it-
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Small 'satellites' plus a
sub- woofer may be the
answer to the speaker
problem: this review looks
at the options from
Jamo, Monitor Audio,
REL and Zyp

SASS

LINES
S

urrounding your listening room
with speakers is not ideal for
domestic harmony, so it is
hardly surprising that the concept of
small satellite speakers coupled to a
sub-woofer is so popular for Dolby
Surround reproduction. The concept
is simple — let alarge box which can
handle all the bass output be hidden
away whilst smaller speakers carry
the more directional midrange and
treble. But it's not that simple.
Although the source of bass frequencies below 150Hz is difficult to
locate in aroom, the high harmonic
output from most so-called subwoofers is a giveaway to their position. The smaller the satellite, the
higher the frequency at which its
output falls off, so a really small
speaker will need some lower midrange reinforcement from the bass
box too. In this situation, the subwoofer must be placed close to, and
in between, the satellite speakers.
Arrangements of three or more
Specifications:
MAI/MA100
Size: ( hwd , mm)
Sensitivity:
Amplifier suitability:
Nominal impedance:
Price:

240x 152x 160
88 dB for 1watt'm
15 to 70 watts
8oluns
MA100 £299.00 per pair
(f 249.00 per pair in
Black)
MAI £ I89.99perpair
(f 149.99 per pair in
black)

SW200/92 SUB- WOOFER
Size: hwd • mm
250 x480x 360
Input:
direct speaker
connection, 20 to 100
watts
Output:
speaker connection for
satellites
Nominal impedance:
6ohms in conjunction
with MA1/100
Price:
£349.99 (£299.99 in
black)

drive units in one box can cause great
problems for speaker designers: the
majority of successful designs are
two-way combinations. It is difficult
enough to manage one crossover
point successfully, and lowfrequency crossovers yield considerable integration problems, especially
where the drive units are separated
by large distances. Here we contrast a
ready-made solution with amanufacturer's specific sub-woofer add-on
unit and our own combination of
small, full-range and active-subwoofer speakers.
MONFTOR AUDIO INA1/111A100/
SW200
Monitor Audio's MAI speakers are
miniature marvels in respect of their
midrange and treble performance,
and it was only a matter of time
before they were married to a subwoofer which boosted their bass output. In deference to the possibilities
of such small speakers proving ideal
for AV use, Monitor Audio is also
able to supply a magnetically
shielded version to order, this being
named MA100.
Based around a 100mm doped
paper bass/ midrange unit and 19mm
gold-coated dome tweeter, the MAI
and MA100 differ mainly in the
double magnet system fitted to the
drive units of the latter to control
stray magnetic flux. A pair of strong
rear terminals, accepting bare wires
or 4mm plugs, is soldered directly to
a simplified crossover yielding
second- order slopes. This is coupled,
disappointingly, via push-on connec-

tors to the drive units. The interior of
the MDF cabinet is lined with hard
foam, and bass output is augmented
by asmall rear-facing port. The other
change for the MA100 is that the
drive units are recessed so that they
are flush with the fascia. If you are
happy to operate these speakers without their acoustically obstructive grilles, you are rewarded with acleaner
sound and ahighly attractive fascia.
This is especially true of the rosewood veneered version supplied,
which look particularly splendid
unclothed.
Rosewood also clothes the subwoofer as afine piece of low profile
furniture sitting on four wooden legs,
best sited between its miniature partners. Iwould hesitate to call this a
true subwoofer as its output peaks at
100Hz and is 6dB down in level by
40Hz. The latter can be boosted by
wall and floor reinforcement, but is
basically restricted by the relatively
small volume of the enclosure.
The cabinet housing the 200nun
polypropylene-cone bass unit is split
in two. One half is lined with foam
and vents into the second half via two
slots with the foam acting as an air
flow restriction. The idea of this is
that the transient performance in the
upper bass is controlled by the smaller volume, while at low frequencies
the bass unit is given room to breathe
by the total enclosure expanse. The
bass unit has two voice coils fed by
two crossovers from the stereo output
of an amplifier, with output above
100Hz being attenuated at 6dB per
octave. There is thus a fair output
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from the bass box in the midrange,
though this can be attenuated further
by placing the unit on carpet so that
this absorbs some of the much higher
frequencies.
Terminals are provided on the
underside of the subwoofer box to
connect the satellite pair. These are
straight- through connections,
however, as there is no high-pass
crossover for the partnering speakers. The frequency range of the bass
box and main speaker would appear
to have considerable overlap; the
MA100 has abass response down to
70Hz whilst the subwoofer achieves a
—6dB point at 200Hz. In practice
this is not as bad as it sounds;
positioning the MA100s away from
the rear wall in free space reveals a
drop in output below 300Hz. This
makes them sound rather thin unless
the subwoofer is placed behind them
to support the upper bass.
Turning to the CD input reveals an
analytical approach to music reproduction, with bass oomph imparted
by the SW200. As abalancing act the
warmth of the SW200 offsets any
tendency to treble brightness from
the 19mm metal-dome tweeters. This
is alittle overdone in the upper bass
where the subwoofer is still putting
out too much signal, and some coloration unfortunately intrudes. In
this way the system is outclassed by a
good pair of full-range loudspeakers,
though some will find the packaging
of miniature speakers and bass box
more domestically enticing.
Possessing admirable midrange
clarity this combination is highly
attuned to the requirements for clear
speech articulation in TV and film
use. The MA100 makes an excellent
centre speaker, particularly if placed
below the screen where it gains lower
midrange reinforcement from the
floor. Without this, male voices can
sound somewhat weak. Treble detail
is handled well; sibilance is crisp
without being overpowering and
responds to the 'academy' filtering or
'cinema' treble correction found on
some Dolby Surround or THX
decoders in an entirely natural way.
If you are able to separate the front
left and right speakers from the TV
screen by more than 100 cm each side
then apartnership between apair of
MA Is, SW200 and an MA100 in the
centre, with MA is at the rear, would
be an economical implementation of
a system suitable for Dolby ProLogic. Beware of scrimping on
associated electronics, however, as
the overall tendency to a bright
balance given by this speaker combination will be accentuated by poor
amplification. Units such as the
Maranta PM700, or Denon's 3020
with its low bass boost function, are
ideal companions.
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JAMO SYSTEM 4AV SPEAKER
SYSTEM
System 4 is a matched combination
comprising three loudspeaker models
designed and produced by Jamo of
Denmark. Front channels are handled by the SAT/SW 300 satellite and
subwoofer system, with centre channel output provided by the standalone Center 100. This contains the
basic bass/midrange element of all
the loudspeakers; a 10Orrun polypropylene cone with large coated dust
cap and shielded magnet. Two of
these units are combined with a
25nun fabric-dome treble unit in a
slim, wide cabinet which is elegantly
shaped to sit below the TV screen
and fire the sound upwards towards
the viewer. The asymmetric shape of
the cabinet helps reduce internal
reflections which could otherwise add
coloration, and two small ports are
fitted to give some extra upper bass
weight. Crossover frequency is 4.5
kHz so the quality of diction stands
or falls by the performance of the
100nun units.
The SAT300 satellite is asmall and
neat composite plastic case incorporating, once again, the 100nun unit
plus a hard cone/dome treble unit.
On the rear are sockets for wall
mounting, and an ABS ball and
socket joint is provided for each
speaker. If you prefer to stand them
on ashelf then two small stands will
plug in instead, whilst floor-mounted
stands are available as an optional
extra. Bass output falls away below
200Hz so true bass is provided by the
SW300; itself of compact dimensions
and built of black-grained vinylcovered MDF with an inlaid glass
top. Four spikes are provided to
ensure firm support.
Jamo call the type of porting used
in the SW300 an 'ABR' (Adjustable
Bass Reflex); this should not be
confused with Auxiliary Bass
Radiator used in some other speaker
systems. The basis of operation is the
coupled cavity principle where two
200mm internal bass units work in
tandem, and their acoustic power is
directed through a long and large
diameter port. The port can be tuned
to act as abandpass filter with length
and diameter determining arange of
frequencies over which the output of
the cabinet is strong. This acoustic
filter can thus remove the need for a
complex electrical crossover with, in
this case, the output falling above
150Hz. Jamo have also provided a
slot in the port which can be opened
and closed by twisting a dial on its
exterior. In this way the acoustic
filtering can be adjusted both in
strength and frequency to suit both
the acoustics of the room and the
subwoofer location.
Integration between subwoofer

and satellites is well handled and
reasonably seamless. As the subwoofer has a fairly high crossover'
frequency of 200 Hz it is inadvisable
to site the box anywhere other than in
close proximity to the satellites. Jamo
recommend reversing the phase to
the satellites if the woofer cabinet is
not near them, but this still does not
overcome the disjointed effect of
hearing bass notes emanating from a
source different from the midrange.
Having said that, the tuneable coupled-cavity port gives flexibility with
regard to corner or wall placement of
the subwoofer. Jamo's recommendations are exactly right; with the port
tuning set to ' 1' the bass output is
well balanced for corner siting
behind the satellites, whilst asetting
of between ' 1to 2' suits next-to-wall
location between or alongside them.
We were startled to find a large
difference in quality when adjusting
the coupled-cavity port, and it is very
easy to alter the setting to taste.
Pushing the port beyond '2' brings
diminishing low bass performance,
however, and more midrange coloration, but it is unlikely that any room
would require such a setting especially if wall or corner locations are
adhered to.
Bass frequencies below 50 Hz are
sharply attenuated, and comer placement is a must if you want any
semblance of low frequency grunt for
film effects. Thus the SW300 shows
itself to be more of afill-in bass box
than a true subwoofer, and its only
advantage over conventional speakers
is the miniature dimensions of the
SAT300 units. For standard hi-fi use
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the superior midrange integration
offered by well-designed large box
loudspeakers offers afar more enjoyable musical experience, so the Jamo
is worth consideration only if small
loudspeakers are a necessity.
As acentre speaker the C100 turns
out better balanced if placed below
thé TV rather than on top of it. In the
elevated position it betrays a harsh
and over- bright vocal coloration,
which only serves to emphasise the
added HF equalisation on movie
soundtracks, making dialogue very
fatiguing to listen to. To a certain
extent this can be tamed by judicious
equalisation in the amplifier, for
example the 'Cinema' setting on
Denon's AVC-3020, but still the
balance is out of kilter with the SAT
300 satellites. Placing the C100 closer
to the floor strengthens the lower
midrange output, providing not only
Specifications:
SAT300
Size: Onvd
Sensitivity:
Nominal impedance:

207 x150 x77
90 dB for Iwattfm
8ohms

SW300 SUB- WOOFER
Size: ( hwd, rnm
210x 335x480
Input:
direct speaker
connection, 20 to 100
watts
Output:
speaker connection for
satellites
Nominal impedance:
8ohms
SAT150
Size: ( bud, rnm)
Sensitivity:
Amplifier suitability:

CENTER 100
Size: ( hwd, mrn)
Sensitivity:
Amplifier suitability:
Nominal impedance:
System Price:
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200x 135x 90
90 dB for 1watt/m
20 to 60 watts Nominal
impedance: 8ohms

165 x<
wax 125
90dB for 1wattles
20 to 100 watts
8ohms
£499.95

a more natural vocal performance,
labelled 'sub-woofers' though in realbut also one that integrates better
ity they are no such thing. A true
sub-woofer provides low bass extenwith the satellites.
sion from apoint where the convenEven so the forward projection of
tional bass unit gives up. Typically
the Cl® requires some 2dB attenuathis is in the region of 40 to 80Hz.
tion compared to the satellite and
REL produce real sub-woofers which
subwoofer output level if it is not to
are designed to augment the output
dominate the soundstage. This will
of partnering full range loudspeakalso reduce a low frequency bloom
ers, and continue the bass output
imparted to the proceedings by the
down to 20Hz or below, depending
bass range of the centre speaker;
on model. This is achieved, in the
there appears to be some frequency
Stadium, by mounting two 250mm
overlap between the subwoofer and
ported centre bass/midrange units
twin-magnet bass units in a 72-litre
ported cabinet and driving them with
which disturbs the ear.
a100 watt DC-coupled Mosfet power
Rear output is provided by Jamo
SAT 150 units. The same bass midamplifier. Active filtering achieves
range unit is used, which augers well
crossover frequencies between 30Hz
for midrange consistency around the
and 120Hz, with afine adjustment of
switched steps of 10 per cent of the
room, and these are married to acone
coarse set frequency. In this way we
treble unit. These are fine for handwere assured amatching setting for
ling the restricted frequency bandwidth from the Dolby Surround
the Zyps.
Presenting alively portrayal of any
effect channel, and require wall
mounting for balanced tonal output.
music fed to them, the Zyp speakers
offer great entertainment value when
Once again the ball and socket joint
matched with the right system. Colmounting can be utilised, which
orations do intrude upon various
allows suitable angling to achieve the
parts of the spectrum but can be
best results. Certainly you will not
exacerbated by the use of incompatiwish to direct the speakers directly at
the listeners, as the treble output will
ble equipment. Bass is full and belies
the size of the speakers, although
have too much sparkle and prove
true extension down to the lowest
distracting.
In a Dolby Pro-Logic set-up the
octaves is of course missing, and it is
possible to lose control of lower
Jamo System 4 provides a readyfrequencies resulting in abloated and
made answer to the loudspeaker
choice problem, and the designers
indistinct warmth. Not only is agood
amplifier required but attention
have balanced the differing requirements for centre, satellite and subshould be paid to matching stands.
woofer units well. Visual styling is
The speakers are fitted with tiny
good, even for the bass unit box
rubbery pads on the underside of the
which makes an excellent plinth for a box but these do the performance no
favours. A speaker with this much
lamp or plant, so that the speakers
vibration running through its caseremain unobtrusive. For straight
work, and with as little integral
stereo use the compromises that have
damping as would be found in a
to be made in this type of combination detract from the overall performchipboard cabinet, needs to dump its
energy somewhere. Spike or ultraance, so that here conventional full
thin BluTak support is required for
range loudspeakers are more likely to
be satisfactory if you can accommopositive location on a firm stand
date them.
where rigidity and good energy transmission has been taken into account
in the design process.
ZYP SPEAKERS AND THE RU.
Similarly some brashness and
STADIUM SUBWOOFER
hardness in the upper midrange is to
Presence Audio provided two pairs of
be expected unless care is taken in
Zyp speakers; small, solid aluminium
choosing clean — not bright cabinets each housing a 110mm bass
amplification and speaker cable. The
unit and 25nun aluminium-dome
speakers are not bi-wireable, so there
tweeter. Backed up to a rear wall
these are perfectly capable of a is no chance of correcting problems
by cable variation to bass and treble.
powerful bass output down to 65Hz,
Back-to-the-wall positioning is absowhich is certainly good enough for
lutely necessary or the midrange
enjoyable results from music. For
becomes too bright for comfort.
film soundtrack use, however, it was
There are two types of Zyp —
felt that very low frequencies could
standard and magnetically screened,
do with some reinforcement. Accorthe latter having the suffix 'T'. There
dingly we obtained the latest REL
are differences in sound between the
subwoofer, the Stadium, to provide
two, which is often the case where no
the floor-shaking effects expected by
changes in crossover or cabinet loadcinema audiences.
ing are made to offset the effects of
It has become convenient for the
screening. The stray magnetic flux
bass boxes provided by many satellite
produced by conventional drive
combination manufacturers to be
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units, which is responsible for
deflecting the electron beam on a
CRT and thus causing colour staining, is countered by adding asecond
magnet in opposite polarity to the
back of the original magnet. A
screening can may be fixed over the
whole magnet assembly just to clean
up any remaining flux. This technique alters, amongst other things, the
'Q' of the drive unit resonance and
ideally needs a revision of the cone
suspension characteristics and enclosure type to compensate.
With the Zyp speaker the enclosure size is fixed by the cast aluminium box, and a loose filling of
high-quality long-hair wool has been
chosen as an internal sound absorber.
The crossover is fixed to the side of
the bass unit magnet — an unusual
choice since the magnetic flux can
saturate the cores of the crossover
coils and introduce considerable coloration. It is hardly surprising, then,
that midrange coherence is improved
on the screened speakers, whilst bass
output is stronger on the unscreened
units. This worked to our advantage
in the proposed set-up, as it meant
we could use the standard at the rear
and the better vocal presence of the
screened version at the front. The
reduced bass strength of the latter
gives a better marriage to the REL
subwoofer too. Unfortunately the
magnetic screening is not complete.
It is good enough to allow the speakers to come within 50 cm of a TV,
but not to allow the use of aZyp as a
centre speaker beneath or above the
screen. Configuring Dolby Pro-Logic
for phantom centre use therefore
proves the best compromise.
Crossover to the REL subwoofer
was optimised at 60Hz, though this is
room dependant to acertain extent.
Three controls are fitted to the rear of
the REL Stadium; two alter the
internal filter giving coarse and fine

adjustment of crossover frequency
and one adjusts the output level. The
Stadium performs well positioned
close to a wall and near the front
speakers; it is important to choose a
site where low frequencies are evenly
reinforced by the room boundaries.
Some back-breaking experimentation
is necessary here as only by moving
the heavy cabinet 30 cm at atime and
sitting back to savour the effect will
you eventually find the correct position. Then the sensitivity control can
be turned to give the correct balance
of sub-bass output to midrange, and
the crossover frequency changed to
provide asmooth transition from low
to upper bass with least 'bloom'.
REL's claim of output down to 20
Hz is justified by The Stadium,
though output does begin to fall
below 30Hz. This may not be enough

to satisfy the organ enthusiast who
requires a good 16Hz pedal note
reproduction, but is more than
adequate for AV use. Our only concern is over neighbour reactions in a
semi detached house as floorboards
and walls are felt to move with the
pressure waves generated at ultra-low
frequencies. Not only is the impact of
explosive effects enhanced by this
unit, but the rumble of trucks and
locomotives becomes all too real.
Where low-frequency sound is used
to add atmosphere the results can be
terrifying. As one feels as well as
hears the power generated by the
sub-woofer there is aconstant reminder of the importance of this part of
the audio spectrum in the creation of
a natural sound environment. Try
the REL even for a short time and
you will not want to be without it.

Brian Smith with
Zyp speakers.
Available in black
or white, they will
blend with any
decor
Specifications:
ZYP AVAI-T
Size: (hwd)
Sensitivity:
Amplifier suitability:
Nominal impedance
Price:

225 x145x 120mm
87 dB for Iwatthn
20 to 80 watts (
Overload
protection included)
8ohms
£199.00 per pair

REL STADIUM SUB-WOOFER

Size: (hwd)
Input:

Output:
Price:

575x 52 x252mm
High level for direct
speaker connection. Low
level for preamplifier
output to order.
100 watt servo amplifier/
2x 250mm bass unit
£695.00
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GLOSSARY

COMING
TO TERMS
Definitions
of some of
the
technical
terms
commonly
used ( or
misused!) in
the world of
home
theatre and
visual
equipment
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BNC, high quality bayonet fixing RF
connector system with ideal
characteristics for video and audio
transfer.
CAV, Constant Angular Velocity.
Used for aLaserDisc which rotates at
constant speed, each rotation
producing asingle video frame. Still
frames and slow motion can be
accommodated by the player, but
playing time is reduced to 36
minutes.
CLV, Constant Linear Velocity.
Varies the speed of rotation as the
laser tracks across aLaserDisc to give
extended playing time of up to 60
minutes per side.
CD-I, CD Interactive. New
multimedia format which combines
digital video and audio and computer
data on acompact disc. Special
players are needed to process the
information allowing the user to
manipulate the audio and video
images for education, infornetion or
games use.
Composite video (
CVBS), all the
components of avideo signal
combined so that it can be
transferred over atwo-core lead,
usually via aphono or BNC plug.
Audio needs to be transferred
separately.
CRT, Cathode Ray Tube, the basic
'tube' of aTV.
Dolby Slt-D, digital sound system used
for film which stores six channels,
one of which is asubwoofer signal, as
optically printed data between the
sprocket holes on conventional movie
film. SR — Spectral Recording — is the
special noise reduction system used
on the analogue tracks. May be
available in the future for home use
as 'AC-3'.
Dolby Surround (
Dolby Stereo),
encoding process for cinema sound to
provide, on top of the regular left and
right channels, an effects channel. By
using aphase sensitive matrix for
encoding, Dolby Surround manages
complete compatibility with
conventional two-channel stereo.
NICAM TV transmissions can carry
aDolby Surround encoded film
soundtrack, as can astereo hi-fi
VCR. Dolby Surround decoders use
apassive matrix for extracting rear

channel effects. Better quality is
offered by Dolby Pro- Logic.
DSP, Digital Sound Processing.
Analogue audio signals are converted
to digital and then processed,
(filtered, delayed, phase shifted, etc)
before conversion back to analogue.
Can reduce many of the problems of
noise and distortion associated with
analogue sound processors. The
conversion process may add its own
distortion though.
How, High Definition Television.
Future broadcasting standard, yet to
be standardised, which will deliver
higher quality broadcasts to our
homes for reception by advanced
performance TV sets.
Letterbox, the appearance given to
widescreen 16:9, or Cinemascope
2.35:1 films, when viewed on a
conventional 4:3 ratio TV screen. 432
lines are used, out of the overall 625,
for the image, the rest being black
borders top and bottom.
W, LaserDisc. A 30cm CD-type disc
carrying analogue video and analogue
and digital soundtracks in aform that
can be read by laser in aplayer that
can also play music CDs.
NICAM, Near Instantaneous
Companded Audio Multiplex. Stereo
hi-fi quality audio for TV, digitally
encoded and transmitted on an FM
sub-carrier alongside the standard
broadcast signal but requiring a
NICAM decoder for reception in
stereo.
NTSC, National Television Standard
Commission. American standard for
colour TV and video transmissions
having undergone several 'upgrades'
during its long (and not so fruitful in
terms of performance) life.
Currently, two standards are
recognised at 3.58MHz and
4.43MHz bandwidths.
PAL, Phase Alternate Line. Method
of colour transmission for TV and
video used in most of Europe.
PAIPlus, proposed format for
transmitting 16:9 'letterbox' films
using the PAL transmission
standard. Includes digital picture
enhancement to improve image
sharpness for suitably equipped sets.
Compatible with PAL.
Mato CD, format for storing video

images on CD. Photo CD and CD-I
players will play asuccession of still
images, and controls are provided for
image manipulation. Consumers can
request Kodak photo processors to
add their films to aCD at nominal
cost. Commercial Photo CDs may
also contain audio soundtracks.
Pro-Logic, Dolby decoding process
for Dolby Surround that may use
digital methods for exiracting the
channels and logic 'steering' to
localise sounds between the channels,
rather than relying on apassive
analogue matrix decoder. A centre
channel is used to centralise dialogue
on the screen, while separation
between front and rear 'effects'
channels is improved from 3dB to
better than 25dB.
RGB, for Red, Green, Blue; the
component colours of aTV or
computer graphics picture
transmitted along with a 'sync' signal
for maximum colour purity and
definition. RGB signals can often be
found on aSCART connector (cf) or
may be output from acomputer on a
D-type connector.
SCART, specialised 21-pin plug and
socket system used for all audio,
video and data connections on AV
equipment. Also known as Peritel or
Euroconnector.
SECAM, French TV transmission.
S-Video, high quality video
connection system which separates
croma and luminance signals (colour
and brightness) to provide better
definition. 5-pin connectors and leads
are used for interconnection.
S-VHS, the use of the S-Video signal
format in aVHS VCR to achieve
better quality off-tape.
MX, specification created by
LucasArts for cinema sound and
vision quality. Home THX now lays
down standards for domestic AV
equipment and brings some
enhancements to Dolby Surround.
Time Link, new Dolby system for the
digital implementation of
rear channel delay using a `one bit'
analogue/digitallanalogue conversion
mode. Very low noise outputs and
fine adjustment of delay times are
some of the performance
improvements.
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Integrated

Multiroom Hi- Fi
SYSTEMS
Surround Sound
Satellite Television
Video Recorders
Projection Television
Laserdisc
Sensational Audio
Crystal Clear Video

All from one handset

The Cornflake Shop
37 VVindmill Street, London V\I1P 1HH
071 323 4554 Fax 071 436 7165

fSANSUI

Bring alittle colour into your life!
The Sansui AV-7000 Dolby Pro- Logic* A/V Amplifier.
The AV- 7000 is designed to let you easily upgrade your home entertainment system, combining
audio and video to produce astonishing results.

Dolby and Dolby Pro- Logic are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.

Sansui offers a two-year guarantee on all it's HiFi products.
For further information and FREE brochure, contact us today.
Sansui ( UK), 91 Coleman Road, Leicester LE5 4LE. Telephone: 0533 769471

